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EDITORIAL PAGE
With this issue, Prairie Forum enters into its second year of publication. Since its inception in April, 1976, the journal has attempted to
be more than a periodical representing the views of scholars in the
traditional disciplines. Prairie Forum was given an interdisciplinary
character so that its readers would be exposed to a broad range of
literature relating to developments in the prairie region. The interdisciplinary nature of the journal is also a reflection of the diversity
and richness of the western experience and the breadth of contemporary interest in prairie studies.
The articles that have been published in the first four issues
demonstrate that we have not fallen altogether short of our objectives.
The theme of the prairies as a region has been represented by papers
dealing with ethnic architecture, the birth of agrarianism, the literature
of the depression, the evolution of agriculture, drought and immigration propaganda., Other articles have dealt more specifically with
developments in the individual provinces comprising the region.
The diversity of current research is reflected in essays discussing
conservation, Bible Christians, Francophone minorities, air pollution,
municipal corruption and programmes assisting provincial trade.
Institutional influences are evident in the papers on river lot settlement, Hudson's Bay Company land policies and Indian administration.
The Editorial Board is pleased with the progress of this new
venture while acknowledging that much remains to be done. If the
standards we have set are to be maintained, Prairie Forum must
continue to seek out and publish papers of a high calibre on plainsrelated topics including broad regional studies and prairie-wide
themes. Potential contributors are again encouraged to submit appropriate manuscripts.
A word of thanks should go to the University of Regina for
enabling the Canadian Plains Research Center to hire a Coordinator
of Publications; the existence of this position has undoubtedly facilitated the production of this issue. Finally I would like to acknowledge
the work of the Associate Editors, the contributors, the referees and
the staff of the Canadian Plains Research Center. In the tradition
of the prairies this has been a cooperative effort.
RAYMOND HUEL,
Acting Chief Editor
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LAND POLICIES OF
THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY
AT UPPER FORT GARRY:
John Selwood and Evelyn Baril
Department of Geography, University of Winnipeg
ABSTRACT. The shaping of a city, or a substantial part of a city, solely by preconceived design
and authoritarian control over its development, is rare. Although plans may be drawn and
objectives set, politics, tradition, circumstance, or other forces often necessitate modification.
The physical form and structure of a city-its morphology-is a result of the interaction and
evolution of many influences.
The development of the Hudson's Bay Company's Reserve around Upper Fort Garry in
the 1870's was no exception. Changing circumstances and conflicting processes necessitated
changes in the Company's plan and policy. The resulting pattern showed not only the Company's
influence, but also the imprint of other interacting forces.
RESUME
I1 est trbs rare qu'une ville ou une partie importante d'une ville se dtveloppe seulement
suivant un plan prdcon~uet selon une volontt dtterminke agissant sur son dtveloppement.
On peut tracer des plans, dtfinir des objectifs mais les politiques, les traditions, les circonstances
et autres forces entrainent des modifications. La forme physique et la structure d'une ville,
c'est B dire sa morphologie, sont le rksultat de l'interaction et de Nvolution de diverses influences.
Le dkveloppement de la Rtserve de la Compagnie de la Baie &Hudson, aux alentours de
la partie supkrieure de Fort Garry, dans les anntes dix-huit cent soixante-dix, n'a pas Ct6 une
exception B la rbgle. Des changements de circonstances et des procCdts contradictoires ont
entrain6 des changements dans les plans et les lignes de conduite de la Compagnie. Le tract qui
en a rksultk montre non seulement l'influence de la Compagnie mais porte aussi la marque
d'autres forces en presence.

When Rupert's Land was transferred from the Hudson's Bay
Company to the Dominion of Canada in 1870,l one of the terms of
the Deed of Surrender ensured that the Company would become
an important force in the urban development of the west. The Company was allowed to retain all posts occupied by them at the time
of transfer, and could select blocks of land adjoining these posts to
an extent of 50,000 acres in total.* When the west was opened up for
settlement, many of these forts became centres of urban growth. A
study of the methods used by the Company to lay out and dispose
of the land in these reserves during the years of development and
settlement of the west will give an indication of the status and evolution
of townscape design in the prairies. It could also lead to a better understanding of the structure of many western cities.
In the years immediately following the transfer, the Company's
reserve at Upper Fort Garry, one half mile from the village of Winnipeg, became important for urban development. Troops sent to
quell the Riel Rebellion provided a powerful stimulus to the economy
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of the Red River Colony and their glowing reports attracted other
settlers. Upon obtaining their discharges, many of the soldiers settled
in Winnipeg,3 and the village grew rapidly, creating a demand for
town lots both in Winnipeg and in the reserve lying alongside. It was
here that the Company gained its first experience in town planning
and urban real estate development.
Under the terms of the Deed of Surrender, the Company laid
claim to 500 acres of land around Upper Fort Garry.4 Bounded by
the Red River on the east, the Assiniboine River on the south, and
Colony Creek in the west, the reserve was located in the triangle
created by the intersection of long lots extending back from the Red
and Assiniboine Rivers5 (Figure 1). Prior to 1870, the Company had
used the area as a campground for Plains traders6 and for lots granted
to Company pensioner^.^ But although there is some evidence that
pensioners' lots extended almost to the Fort, the Company apparently
bought back or resumed lots east of Colony Creek, ,at some time
before the transfer, and the reserve of land it received was almost
entirely free of settlement.*
In contrast to the swampiness of much of the surrounding area,
the reserve was primarily high, dry prairie, and thus desirable for
settlement. The Fort and its surrounding buildings in the south-east
corner of the reserve was the focus of a fair portion of the activity
of the Red River Settlement. These buildings included the Company's
general store, courthouse, gaol, barracks for the troops, and the
Governor's residence.9 It is probable that the location of these buildings made the half mile road between Upper Fort Garry and the village
of Winnipeg one of the busiest in the settlement.
The Hudson's Bay Company therefore, found itself in possession
of a sizeable portion of land, eminently suitable for settlement, immediately adjacent to the growing village and incorporating some
of its most vital functions. The Company did not fail to take advantage
of the reserve's position and its potential for revenue. In laying out
lots and administering sales, they sought mainly to create a demand
for this land and to maximize their profit.
The first interest in the layout of the reserve around Fort Garry,
however, was shown, not by the Hudson's Bay Company, but by the
Secretary of-State, Joseph Howe. In a letter to the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba, Adam George Archibald, Howe directed Archibald's
attention to the Order in Council of February 9, 1871, which confirmed the Company's claim to reserves in the Red River Territory,
and also recommended that the Lieutenant Governor contact the
Company concerning a survey of land to arrange for any portions
required for public purposes. Archibald was requested to report to
the Department on this matter.10 In response to these instructions,
Archibald had Colonel John S. Dennis, Surveyor General, draw
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Fig. 1 HudsonS Bay Company Reserve around Upper Fort Carry
(From a plan reproduced in J. Warkentin and R. I. Ruggles,
Manitoba Historical Atlas, The Historical and Scientific Society
of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 1970. Plate 76)
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up a partial plan of the Company reserve, outlining the proposed
location of a 100 acre reserve for government purposes" (Figure 2).
The Hudson's Bay Company, however, was not prepared to grant
an area of 100 acres, even though it recognized, as Archibald pointed
out, that "by placing the public buildings in that position [the southwest corner furthest from the village] the remaining portion of the
reserve would be greatly improved in value."l2 In conversation with
Sir John A. Macdonald and other members of the government in
Ottawa, the Company's Chief Commissioner, Donald A. Smith,
succeeded in having the area reduced to fifty acres,l3 and this amount
was granted. 14
LAYOUT O F THE RESERVE
The survey and subdivision of the Company's reserve followed
the pattern of Colonel Dennis' plan. Because the plan's primary
purpose was to show the proposed location and extent of the government precinct, this portion showed considerable attention to detail.
The Parliament Buildings and surrounding ornamental grounds were
formally arranged, and public buildings and roads were laid out
symmetrically.
The concept of symmetry was also applied in the rest of the
"Reserve." Major streets (1 '/2 chains) sectioned the area into six-block
squares; streets separating blocks in these squares had a width of one
chain. Blocks measured 4% chains by 7% chains, and contained 24
lots each, divided by an alley. With straight streets intersecting at
right angles, and uniform rectangular blocks, the dominant theme
was the simplest pattern of town design, the gridiron plan.
The grid's orientation appears to be determined by the Portage
Trail, an intensively used path running through the reserve (see Figure
1). This trail formed the plan's northern boundary while the road
linking the Fort and the village established the eastern boundary. To
accommodate the acute angle at the junction of the two boundary
roads, it was necessary to set out triangular shaped blocks in the northeast quadrant of the plan. Within the grid, major east-west streets
focused on the Government reserve, one connecting it to the Fort, the
other extending to the eastern boundary close by the village.
The plan was primitive in comparison with contemporary and
earlier town designs in North America.15 No provision was made
for placement of churches, schools, parks, or public squares.16 All
public functions were clustered in one corner, perhaps to facilitate
the granting of land. The location of the public buildings, almost a
mile from the village, may have reflected optimism concerning the
rapidity of urban growth.
In the actual survey prepared by A. H. Vaughan, several adapta-
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Fig. 2 Sketch plat1 of the Reserve,
from a plat? drawn by J. S. Dennis, 1871

(H.B.C.A., P.A.M., A.12/,14/,fo.89)
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tions were made to Dennis' sketch-plan. Vaughan's first task was to
delineate lots to be offered for sale (Figure 3). Eight blocks between
what are now Portage Avenue and Broadway were laid out with an
orientation to the main street between Fort Garry and Winnipeg,
doing away with the necessity for triangular lots. The blocks measured
500 by 260 feet and contained twenty lots and a twenty foot alley.
Each lot was 120 by 50 feet-slightly larger than the size of lots suggested by Colonel Dennis in the original plan.17 The major street,
132 feet across, was also wider than the one in the sketch plan. Secondary streets remained one chain wide.
A more extensive plan of the "Reserve" produced in the same
year incorporated those changes and introduced others.18 Only two
major streets were delineated. One connected the village and Fort
Garry, and the other joined the Fort and the proposed government
precinct. However, the most significant change was the use of the
village-Fort Garry link as the baseline for the revised grid. The street
layout now ran perpendicular and at right angles to what was to become Main Street (shown as Garry in Figure 4) and completely
obliterated the Portage Trail. The new plan reflected an isolationistic
attitude to the rest of the settlement; little care was taken to bring it
into conformity with the layout and plans of other property owners,
or notice taken of existing buildings and trails.
But although the layout of the reserve may be criticized as primitive, it was progressive in comparison to the rest of the village of
Winnipeg. The Manitoba Trade Review, agitating for the incorporation of Winnipeg as a city in 1872, listed as an advantage the fact that
the town
will be enabled to have its streets laid out regularly, so that in the
future there will be easy access from one point to another, as
well as neatness inatheappearance of the place. Now there is no
such thing, and this individual or that one can plan a street on
his property to answer his own individual purposes.. .I9
The Hudson's Bay Company, in controlling the layout and development of its reserve, was in advance of town planning in the rest of
Winnipeg.
POLICY O F SALES AND DEVELOPMENT
The Company's sales and development policy was fairly effective
in compensating for much of what was lacking in layout and design.
With the intention of encouraging high quality development, thus
generating greater revenue, the Company directed the process with
foresight and ingenuity.
The first indication of sales policy appeared in Smith's letter to
William Armit, the Company's secretary in London, on September
20, 1871. He wrote:
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Fig. 4 Official plan of the Reserve Area
A. H. Vaughan, 1872

(Land Titles Office Plan 18)

with the least possible delay the land in question should be laid
out in sections with the view of offering for sale a limited number
of them.. .from these lots a ver fair rice could be obtained
at the present moment, and the ef ect of elay might be eventually
to decrease the value of the property, by causing eo le to erect
buildings to the North of the town lnstead of in tpe Jrection of
the Fort. I should not, however recommend that any large number
of lots should be thrown on the market at one time, but by selecting. . . those lots disposed of in the first instance, the others
would very soon greatly increase in value.20
The intention was to strike a balance between flooding the market,
which would bring down prices, and delaying sales for so long that
city development occured in another direction and offset the attraction
of the Fort.
Other aspects of the Company's policy included the method of
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sale, and conditions under which sales were made. The lots were to
be sold by public auction, "with reservations as to prices."21 Conditions
of sale were:
One-fifth of the Purchase Money to be paid down, on signing
of agreement, the rest in four equal annual installments, with
7 ercent interest on all balances until paid. One of the conditions
o Sale shall be that on Garry (or Fort) Street a Building of the
estimated value of two thousand dollars shall be erected on each
Lot by the Purchaser before the 1st of December, 1873; and on
the other Streets the Buildings to be erected on the Lots by the
same date shall be of the value of fifteen hundred dollars.22
These conditions would effect several results. They would reduce the
incentive for speculative hold-out of the land for re-sale by purchasers.
By setting a time limit and specifying that the purchaser must build,
the Company must have hoped to remove the opportunity for speculation. The value of the buildings would enhance the worth of surrounding unsold lots, and this increase would accrue to the Company,
rather than to the speculator. The greater value required for buildings
on the main street was a recognition that purchasers could be asked
to pay for a position at the location of greatest activity, and would
help to ensure the continuing value of lots along that street.
Finally, donations of up to one acre of land were authorized
for churches and schools.23 These grants would help increase the
desirability of the surrounding area and attract further development.

!'

PROCESS O F DEVELOPMENT
The actual process of development was a story of occasional
success, frustration of plans due to unforeseen circumstances, and
subsequent modifications in response to these frustrations. The
flexibility and farsightedness of the Company in making adjustments
was an important factor in determining the quality of future development on the reserve.
The first sale of lots took place on July 27, 1872. Eighty-five
lots were sold for a total of approximately $72,000. The prices bid,
show that lots on Garry were considered the most valuable, with
bids decreasing with distance from this major street (Figure 5). The
high demand for lots in the-Company's reserve was reflected in the
fact that "the prices were much beyond the expectation of those who
had compared the value of these lots with those latterly sold in the
village of Winnipeg."24 Smith informed Company headquarters: "I
think there is good cause for being satisfied with the result of today's
sale. As soon as a certain number of blocks are again surveyed and
allotted off, we shall hold another sale, and hope again to realize
good prices."25
Optimism following the successful auction was short-lived,
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Fig. 5 Prices bid for lots, 1872-1879
(H.B. C.A., P.A.M., A.12/24/; fo.316~- 316bd
H.B.C.A., P.A.M., D.47L1/
H.B.C.A., P.A.M., A.7211A fo. I - 5 3 )
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however. It was discovered after the sale that the Company had no
patent for the land from the Dominion Government, and was not
therefore in a position to give deeds to purchasers.26 The population
of the settlement, unacquainted with the particulars of the case, held
that the reserve at Fort Garry was much smaller than that now claimed
by the Company. Without a patent, the Company experienced difficulty in defending its claim, and "the title [was] universally called
in question."27
In a letter written on September 8, 1872, to the Secretary of State,
Smith requested that a patent be issued with as little delay as possible,
for the grant of 500 acres set apart as Company reserve.28 He received
assurances that the patent would be issued shortly, and reported thatI
Pending this seeing that claims have been made by several parties
to a portion of the Reserve I do not think it desirable to press
the purchasers at once to take possessioil of, and pay for their
respective lots so that very few-not exceeding a dozen have
then yet done so, but immediately the Patent is in our hands
we shall be in a position to ask them to fulfill their part of the
contract. . .29
In spite of the assurance of speed, the patent was not granted
until June 5, 1873, almost a full year after the initial sale.30 The delay
was caused by the surveyors not sending in a proper description
of the tract,3' the circumstance of the Deputy Minister being unwell
and therefore unable to give it his attention,32 and the time taken to
assure that everything was "in all respects in due f0rm."3~
As a result of the delay and because deeds could not be issued,
conditions of sale stipulating that the purchaser must build, could
not be enforced, and many lots changed hands. Of 85 lots purchased
on July 27, 1872, only thirty-four were shown with original purchasers
on subsequent lists of owners.34 It can be assumed that these lots
changed ownership without reference to the Company, for lots resumed for default of payment and resold were identified on the lists,
whereas these were simply shown with different owners, at the same
prices as originally bid at the 1872 auction. Owing to the long delay
in issuing the patent, many of the installments which should have
been paid, were not yet settled, and "it is probable that with regard
to some of them, difficulty will be experienced in getting the Parties
to make any payments."35
With the settlement of the question of legal title to the land however, circumstances seemed favourable for the continuation of development on the Company's reserve. Lands for which payments were
not made, wrote Smith,
will of course revert to the Company, and I have no doubt that
ultimately, and even within a comparatively short time, the
can be dis osed of at at least as good prlces as those at whic
they were nocked down at the Auction Sale, as it is understood
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that the prosecution of the railway from Pembina to Fort Garry
will no longer be delayed.36
The prospects for future development seemed favourable.
In addition, the Government, possibly realizing that the proposed
sites for public buildings were too far from existing development,
decided to purchase eight lots on the Company's reserve near the fort
on which to erect buildings including the Customs House, Post Office,
Assistant Receiver General's Office, and Land Titles Office.37 "The
Governor and Committee will not fail to see the advantages issuing
from the proximity of those buildings to Fort Garry," wrote Smith,
and added with satisfaction that "very strong efforts have been made,
although fortunately unsuccessfully, to induce the Government to
locate these offices in the present village of Winnipeg, and consequently about half a mile north of the present site."38 A later communication however, indicated that in June, "influences were brought
to bear, which induced the Government to depart from their first
intention of erecting the Post Office, Customs House and Land Office
on the same block of ground near Fort Garry, and decide on placing
the first mentioned building, considerably to the North,"39 and outside
of the reserve.
The remaining buildings, however, could not fail to bring prestige
to that area of the reserve. Contracts were given out for the Customs
House and Land Office during the fall of 1873,40 the buildings to
be built of brick.4' The area near the Fort was at that time considered
"as altogether to be outside of and at a distance from the possible limits
of the town,"42 and the assignment of public buildings so that location
would be important for attracting development in that direction.
But ensuing events beyond the Company's control mitigated
against their attempts to develop their land, and served to moderate
their objectives. The construction of the railway was delayed,43 and
Looking to the shortness of crop this year [I8731 in consequence
of the ravage of grass hoppers, and to the fact that so far, very
little public monies have been spent in Fort Garry this year, it
is hardly likely that the progress of the town will be equal to what
was looked forward to some months back.44
Following the 1870-1 872 boom business slowed down in the Colony,
and there seemed to be little demand for lots on the "Reserve." The
Company therefore found it necessary to make adjustments to its
policy of development.
The Board in London sent directions that a further quantity
of lots be offered for sale "if the demand for them is continuous and
high prices are likely to be offered."45 Nevertheless, in August 1874,
Smith wrote that although "prices will not be so high as the first time,"
he had decided to sell 150 to 200 lots because he considered it "desirable
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to encourage the erection of buildings and growth of Winnipeg in
the direction of the Company's establishment."46
Another change was that only alternate lots were to be offered
for sale. This, it was hoped, would encourage development, because
"those retained will soon acquire enhanced value in consequence of
business franchises and dwellings which will grow around them."47
The auction sale took place on October 15, 1874. Terms and
conditions of sale were similar to those of the first auction, with the
additional explicit clause that on default of payment, lots would be
resold. Buildings to be occupied as residence or business premise
were to be erected on each lot before December 1, 1875. Fifty lots
were sold with an average price of $450; this was considered satisfactory because the lots were back from the principal street.48 Only
fifty of the 150 to 200 lots intended for sale were purchased, however.
The low demand for town land was a "consequence of the depressed
state of business in Canada generally, and in the United States."49
This depression also affected payments and the erection of buildings
on lots already purchased. A list of lots sold and payments made until
December 20, 1875 shows that 22 of the lots sold on July 27, 1872,
and 14 of those sold on October 15, 1874, were resumed for default
of payment.50 By December 20, 1875 a total of 175 lots had been sold,
yet a year later a list of "Lots sold subject to building conditions on
which Buildings have been erected," showed that only 90, or a little
over half of these had been built on, and five of the buildings listed
were temporary wooden warehouses or sheds.51
In view of this "stagnation of business," Smith felt the best course
was patience. On May 19,1876, he suggested to London that although
it would be possible to obtain returns by offering the lots at a greatly
reduced price, the long term results would offset any short term profit,
for
in this case the character of the buildings to be erected on the Lots
so disposed of would be so inferior as in my opinion to greatly
deteriorate the value of the property as a whole.. . and so soon
as there is a revival of business.. . the Company will be able to
get good prices for the Lots because] the osition of the Land
near to Fort Garry is so great y superior to t at at Pojnt Douslas
that it must necessarily ultimately become the principle portion
of the town.52
This concept of the Company's reserve as a site of future high
quality development influenced recommendations made concerning
an application for a lot of reserve land on the Red River for erection
of a grist mill. In a letter written on May 26, 1876, Smith pointed out
that the building of the mill on that site would draw additional custom
to the Company's store, and enable it to get rid of mill machinery of
considerable value which it could not readily utilize.53 The grist mill
operation however would depreciate surrounding lots. As a com-
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promise he suggested that the land be leased for a period not exceeding
twenty years at a rent of $75.00 per annum, the owner being entitled
to the first offer whenever the Company saw fit to sell the.lot. This
suggestion was approved.54
The shareholders were told on June 26, 1877, that the lack of
development and settlement must be seen in relation to the fact that
Manitoba was still unconnected by railway communication with
Canada and the United States.55 There was still no demand for lots
and Smith felt that another auction should not be held. Instead lots
were being sold individually, as demanded by purchasers.56
The Company's attempts to gain revenue from their town lots
were often not regarded favourably by the townspeople. In particular,
its disregard of existing buildings and trails in the layout of lots, and
its refusal to throw lots on the market for any price offered, resulting
in delayed development, produced ill-feeling in the village of Winnipeg
and induced retaliatory action.57
The incorporation of Winnipeg as a city produced one of the
first conflicts between the Company and the townspeople. It was
rumoured that the Company, together with other large land owners,
fearing heavy taxation, was opposing incorporation. Since Smith was
the local member, the legislature took advantage of his absence to
rush through an act incorporating the city in November, 1873.58
The following year Smith complained that the Company was
being unduly taxed for its undeveloped lands:
The Assessment on the land designated as vacant ground is
especially high, and I believe very much in excess of what in reason
and fairness it ought to have been.
No appeal could be issued as the law stood, but Smith indicated that
an amendment would be made to the act providing for appeal to a
superior court, and taxes would not be so heavy in subsequent years.59
Another cause for contention was the position of the main road
running in an east-west direction through the reserve. The Company's
survey had ignored Portage Trail and designated Broadway as the
main street, paying no attention to traditional use and traveller convenience. In 1875, the City Council, without notice to the Company,
laid out and graded a street along Portage Trail, cutting diagonally
across a large number of surveyed lots.60 Although the Company
protested that the plan had been registered and taxes paid on lots
now taken for the road,61 the City had a substantial legal basis for its
action. In 1864, the Company's officers had supported a resolution,
adopted by the Council of Assiniboia,62 that within eighteen years the
public was entitled to a two-chain road along Portage Trai1.63
On October 30, 1875, John Balsillie, the Company's clerk at
Upper Fort Garry indicated to the Land Commissioner in Montreal,
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that there was little chance the Company would win the case against
the city, for the judge would hold the Company responsible for the
words of its officers. This would mean the loss of a number of lots,
and the cost of a resurvey, but it was "a question if the enhanced value
of the lots on Portage would not nearly, if not quite, compensate for
these drawbacks."64
In 1879 the reserve was resurveyed to bring it into conformity
with the Trai1,65 and Portage Road, later Portage Avenue, was reestablished as the major east-west artery through the reserve.
The conflict over Portage Road was compounded by the action
of the Trinity and Knox churches, located on Portage, near Main
Street. The grading of the road increased the value of the churches'
lots and caused concern over the extent of their title.66 No record of
the amount of land granted to the churches seemed to exist, however.
Early in 1875 the churches fenced in an area including four surveyed
lots and a street67 (Figure 6). Offers of alternative sites were refused,
and the Episcopal (Trinity) Church began to erect a building between
the original two churches.68 The Company, having no clear record
of the churches' title, and wishing to avoid adverse publicity, found
itself in a difficult position.
In dealing with the churches, Smith advised patience. "My own
opinion in the matter is that the refusal is mainly due to a few men
amongst the trustees, who thus hoped to further their own interests
in the municipal election recently held in Winnipeg. When these are
over, they may return to moderate views on the subject."69 This intuition seemed to be correct. In December 1877 the authorities agreed
to abate the trespass by removing the fence which they had erected,
and accepted the offer of alternate lots, near their original position,
but off Portage Road.70
CONCLUSION
Examination of the Company's attempts to develop its property
at Upper Fort Garry shows that the Company's policies were not free
from outside influence. Changes in the Government's decision concerning location of public buildings caused several shifts in focus. The
delay in issuing a patent contributed to difficulty in obtaining payments for lots and enforcing building conditions. Changing economic
conditions necessitated a more farsighted approach to development
of the area, and the incorporation of the city forced the Company to
adjust to the will of the local population. Between 1869 and 1879 a
pattern had evolved. The Company would set objectives, initiate
action to fulfill this objective, and then modify its plans to incorporate
outside influences. This progression-decision-making, feedback and
reaction, and resulting modification of decisions, is familiar in the
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Fig. 6 Area fenced in by Trinity and Presbyterian Churches
(H.B.C.A., P.A.M., A.12/15/: fo.264, Smith to Armit, April 19, 187-51

processes of urban morphogenesis, and would probably follow the
Company in its attempts to develop other town reserves. In other ways
the end of the decade was the end of an era for the Company's town
lots. The arrival of the C.P.R. in Winnipeg was only a few years in
the future, and its accompanying boom would irrevocably change
the nature and strength of demand for town lots, filling up a large
portion of the reserve around Upper Fort Garry, and widening the
focus to include other areas of urban growth.
Despite frustration and compromise, the foundation for urban
development laid in the Company's reserve during this period left a
permanent imprint for posterity. The government grounds in the
south-west corner, the regular gridiron design, and Portage Avenue,
some of the more easily identified features characterizing the area at
the present time, are outgrowths of decisions made during that decade.
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Most important perhaps, is the influence the Company's demand for
high quality development had on the nature of that section of the city
today. The reserve retained its desirability for both residential and
business purposes, and still remains one of the most valuable portions
of the city of Winnipeg.
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ACENTURYOF
LOCUSTS AND MORTGAGES
P. W. Riegert
Department of Biology, University of Regina
ABSTRACT. Locusts and non-migratory grasshoppers, which had been intermittent and serious
insect pests for many years, were especially numerous and destructive to field crops and gardens
in southern Manitoba in the years 1875 and 1876. Their devastation of food resources created
an acute shortage of seed grain and food for the homesteading settler-farmers. Eighty-five
thousand dollars were secured by the federal Department of Agriculture and served as a fund
from which settlers could get loans in the form of grain and food stuffs. Farm homesteads were
mortgaged as security for the loans that were made; 3,835 farmers received relief totalling
$74,296. Administration of the loan fund and freight charges amounted to $20,405, or 24% of
the fund, thereby exceeding the original estimated allotment of 18)/4%.
By 1881 only $33,672 had been collected, while by 1884 the interest charges, originally set
at 6% per annum, had risen to $65,461. In 1927, $86,304 of the debt was written off. Although
some mortgages were paid up in the ensuing years, there still remained a debt of $2,590 by 1941.
Some of this debt, and some of the mortgages may still be outstanding today; a debt that was
caused by locusts and grasshoppers a century ago.
RESUME
Les sauterelles et les locustes non-migratrices qui avaient t t t , de f a ~ o nintermittente, un
fltau strieux durant de nombreuses anntes, furent t r b nombreuses et caustrent beaucoup de
d6glts dans les rtcoltes et les jardins du sud du Manitoba durant les anntes 1875 et 1876. La
destruction de ressources alimentaires crta une grave ptnurie de graines de semence et de nourriture pour les fermiers qui s'ttablissaient. Le Minstkre FtdCral de ]'Agriculture avanGa quatrevingt cinq mille dollars qui servirent B la crtation d'un fonds destine aux colons demandant
des pr&tssous forme de ctrtales et d'aljments. Les fermes hypothtqutes servaient de garanties
aux prets et 3,835 fermiers reprent une aide s'elevant B 76,296 dollars. La gestion du fonds
et le cofit des transports s'tlevtrent B 20,405 dollars, c'est B dire 24%du fonds, et doncdtpassaient
de 18%% la somme alloute B I'origine.
En 1881, seuls 33,672 dollars avaient Ctt rtcuptrks tandis qu'en 1894, le montant desinttrets
fixCs B l'origine B 6% par an, avaient atteint le somme de 65,461 dollars. En 1927, une somme
de 86,304 dollars ttait comptabiliste sous profits et pertes. Certaines hypothtques furent
rembourskes dans les anntes qui suivirent, mais il restait encore une dette de 2,590 dollars en
1941. Une partie de cette dette et quelques hypothtques sont encore impaytes B I'heure actuelle,
une dette causte par les sauterelles et les locustes, il y a un sikle.

. . . we observed the grasshoppers in full flight towards the
north, the air as far as the eye could penetrate appeared to
be filled with them. They commenced their flight about
nine in the morning, and continued until halfpast three or
four o'clock in the afternoon.1
Henry Youle Hind who wrote these words was not the only
person who experienced the sight of locust migrations, nor was the
year 1858 the only time when these visitations were made by the insects
to the seemingly empty prairie world of western Canada. History
indicates the presence of migratory grasshoppers-preferably designated as locusts in contrast to their non-migratory brethren, the grasshoppers-on the American Great Plains ever since time and events
were recorded by man. Furthermore, these visitations were not only
marked by their appearance, but also by their irregular occurrence.
The locusts suffered the same vagaries that beset all biological organ-
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isms, namely, the inherent effects of population pressures and environmental impact.
The irregular but cyclical occurrence of the Rocky Mountain
Locust (Melanoplus spretus) has often been attributed to, and correlated with, the cyclical abundance of the plains buffalo (Bison bison
bison). Because the plains of western Canada were largely covered
with grass, the dense sod was generally too well packed, and too turfbound, to be acceptable as a site for egg-laying by the locusts. Only
when this turf was broken up by the countless number of hooves of
the millions of buffalo that roamed these nomadic stretches, did the
grasslands become an acceptable habitat for these insects. Therefore,
an increased population of locusts very often followed in the wake
of the meandering buffalo herds; an effect that was not immediate
but one that usually followed in a year or two. Large populations of
these insects soon created food problems of their own. Having consumed most of the edible vegetation in the area where they hatched
and grew, the need for further sustenance, aided by an innate biological
drive to migrate, caused them to seek greener pastures.
The devastation caused by huge and intensively active swarms
was a critical factor in the survival of the colonists in the Red River
Valley during the early years of settlement. Crops were destroyed
in 1818, 1819, 1820, and 1857.2 In 1858 the settlements along the
Assiniboine River and the Souris River were threatened by the insects;
not only by those that migrated in flying swarms into the area from
distant breeding grounds, but also by many 'home-grown' individuals.
In that year the countryside around Pipestone Creek was swarming
with a young brood of grasshopper^,^ evidence that the threat was
from new swarms arriving via the air, and from home-grown swarms
at the site of devastation.
Although the plague lessened following 1858, the cyclical nature
of events saw a resurgence in 1864 of an infestation that lasted for
more than a decade. During this time the settlers were waging a battle
every year in order to protect their crops from the onslaught of the
insects.
The locust plagues of 1874 and 1875 wreaked havoc with a
majority of the gardens and field crops of the settlers in southern Manitoba. The loss of crop was so severe that seed became a rarity and
the sustenance of the family proved to be difficult. Men who had taken
up a homestead and who had agreed to make the necessary improvements on the virgin land, had also agreed to live on the homestead.
When the grasshoppers destroyed their crops many homesteaders
were forced to seek employment in villages and cities, or become the
hired hand on some other farm that had been spared by the locusts.
However, in absenting himself from his homestead the settler was
liable to forfeit his claim to the land. Hence, he was caught in a dilem-
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ma of staying on the homestead and starving, or leaving the homestead
and losing the land.
The plight of the settlers was made known to the Minister of the
Interior by an agent of the Dominion Lands in Manitoba, Mr. J. Codd.
He reported,
. . .on the de redations of grasshoppers in the Province, and the
disastrous e fects to the settlements in consequence thereof,
unless some special consideration is extended to persons who
have taken up homesteads b giving them leave of absence from
their farms, in order that t ey may earn subsistence for their
families during the prevalence of the p l a g ~ e . ~
The Minister concurred with the request and asked the Privy Council
to adopt the recommendation as set forth by Mr. Codd. This was
done on June 25, 1875 when an Order in Council was passed that
relaxed the conditions of the Homestead Act, namely:
That ersons whose crops on homesteads were destroyed last
year fi874] or this ear, or those who being actual1 resident
on their homesteads1 the Agent has goo reason to bezeve have
been deterred from putting in a crop in consequence of the impendin [ rasshopper] pla ue, and are, in consequence, likely
to suf er rom want, on urnishing to the Agent satisfactory
evidence of the fact, in either case, may receive written permission
to absent themselves from their homesteads until the 1st day of
July, 1976.
That.. . such absence.. . be counted as part of the term of
three years' residence, and cultivation required to erfect the
title to such homestead under the Dominion Lands ct.5
The cause of the settlers plight was thus recognized and given
consideration by the government. However, the grasshopper plague
was not yet over and crop losses that occurred later than 1875 were
such as to cause more widespread distress. The settler farmers complained to their Member of Parliament who in turn voiced their
concern in Ottawa. The Minister of Agriculture, the Hon. L. Letellier,
took prompt action to secure relief for the distressed. On the basis of
a warrant6 issued by the Governor General, public monies in the
amount of $60,000 were appropriated for relief. The money was
administered in Winnipeg by a committee that was appointed by
Alexander Morris, the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba. The Chairman of the relief committee was Archbishop TachC.
When the Opposition in Parliament heard of the action that had
been taken, some Members, including J. H. Pope and Sir John A.
Macdonald, severely criticized the government for spending money
that had been appropriated without the consent of the House. The
Prime Minister, Alexander Mackenzie, explained why they took
the immediate and decisive action:
[It) seemed absolutely necessary, in order to prevent a still greater
ca amity-loss of life-and enable the sufferers to have at least
seed for the coming season. They, therefore, felt themselves
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justified in taking $60,000 of the ublic money, afterwards
accounting to Parliament for it, anaasking for an indemnity.
They had requested the Lieutenant Governor to act for them
with regard to the organization of a committee, composed of
representatives of the various classes interested to arrange the
dis osition of the seed grain and flour sent; and the had reason
to elieve that this duty, which was not yet comp eted, had so
far been thoroughly done.'
The homesteading farmers who received this form of relief had to
accept it, not as a gift, but as a loan that had to be guaranteed. The
"mortgages in all cases possible were taken on the farms of the recipients as security for such advances."*
Although the money was made available and dispatched with
the usual governmental efficiency, it was found that the funds were
insufficient to alleviate all of the suffering and hardships caused by
the grasshoppers. There were some, like the Member of Parliament
from Winnipeg, J. C. Schultz, who blamed government inefficiency
for the shortage of relief funds. He was especially critical of such
tactics as hiring a Secretary of the Relief Committee at $6 per day
when there were many federal officials in the area who could have
done the job as part of their normal duties.9 The Manitoba Free Press
also had some harsh words to say:
Had the $60,000 asked of, and we believe appropriated by, the
Dominion Government to relieve the Province in the disaster
which had overtaken it, being judiciously expended and handled,
all would have been well, as that amount would have purchased,
and delivered, an ample supply of seed to ensure the sowing of
all the land ready for crop, and provisions to carry the destitute
through the winter. But it was not well managed, consequently
we have but a half-perhaps even less-of both seed and provisions, than under other conditions we might have had with the
same ex enditure. This circumstance increases the ultimate
cost of t e supplies to the settlers by a hundred per cent; and,
worse than that, if an additional loan be not made by the Dominion Government, a large area of land ready for crop is bound
to go unsown this year
for the want of seed; and we are
not sure that actual su
may be endured by our settlers
for the want of food
e winter is over.10
The worries expressed by the press apparently were well founded;
the amount of money budgeted for relief was insufficient and by the
end of 1875, $34,925 already had been spent." On March 16, 1876,
Alexander Morris, the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba, wrote to
the Prime Minister, the Hon. Alexander MacKenzie, emphasizing
the further and continued distress caused to the settlers in Manitoba
by the destruction of their crops by grasshoppers. He informed Mackenzie that two members of the Central Relief Committee, the Hon.
James McKay and J. W. Nixon, had visited the western section of
the province where the grasshoppers had destroyed the crops. They
confirmed the distressing plight of the settlers. He also urged that
the original $60,000 would have been sufficient
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. . .had not the earl closing of the Red River interrupted the
arrival of the supp$es of provisions and-seed-grain, which it
would have procured, and thereby necessitated a large outla
for winter transport.. .[because] so many of our people in a 1
sections of the Proyince are suffering so painfully, I am under the
necessity of appealin to the Privy Council and requesting that
an additional sum o $25,000 may be granted, to be applied to
the purchase of seed-grain and provisions.12
The Lieutenant Governor's plea was passed to the Committee
of Supply where the item was approved on March 17,1876.13Although
the Central Relief Committee now had $85,000 to spend, the records
indicated that $85,354.09 were actually spent. Of this amount,
$64,949.05 went for actual supplies.14 Freight, fees, and travelling
expenses of officials consumed a considerable portion of the relief
monies.
But, one may ask, what became of the mortgages that the settlers
incurred as a result of receiving relief in 1875? Did the grasshoppers
succeed in driving the settlers out of the country? One may answer,
"Not quite"; for the record indicates:
The advances to the settlers took the form of foodstuffs and seed
rain, which were purchased in the neighboring states of the
bnited States. The chief foodstuffs purchased, as far as can be
learned, were flour and salt pork in barrels. To the actual cost
of these materials supplied to the settlers was added 18% er
cent to cover the expense of administration, in which was inch ed
collection and transportation. In all, some 3,835 settlers received
this relief in varying amounts. Short mortgages were taken wherever possible with the homesteads as security. These mortgages,
bearing simple interest at 6 er cent, from January 1, 1876, were
taken to a total amount 0fR4~296.00.On July 7, 1900, the rate
of interest was changed to 5 per cent simple interesL15
The protracted locust outbreak that had lasted for at least ten
years had subsided by 1887; now the day of reckoning, for the mortgages, was at hand. Collections were made the responsibility of the
Dominion Department of Agriculture, with the local land agents
acting as the collectors. No one was in a hurry to pay back the loan,
perhaps because money was almost non-existent to the homesteader
after his long bout with the grasshoppers. When it was necessary to
get a clear title to the land-when sales were made to someone who
had the cash-payments were then usually forthcoming.
In the 12 years from December 1881 to January 1894, $33,672.59
were collected by the federal Immigration Agents, W. Hespeler and
W. C. B. Grahame. The Commissioner of Dominion Lands in Winnipeg had made further collections of $17,129.11 during that same
period; making a total of $50,801.70 collected by 1895. However, 16
years after the debts had been incurred, the amount due ". . . on these
mortgages on the 1st January, 1894, including interest from January
lst, 1878, was $65,461.57, the amount of accrued interest on September 1st [I8951 being exactly equal to the principal."l6
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In 1895 the complex administration of the seed-grain mortgages
was transferred to the Department of the Interior. Almost nothing
was done about the 'grasshopper mortgages' for the next 32 years.
On November 22, 1927, the Seed Grain Adjustment Board was
established.'' Because seed grain had been part of the loans made
to the homesteaders in 1875, the government re-examined the 'grasshopper mortgages' that had been made at that time. Some of these
were still outstanding. It was decided that many of the loans were
not collectable and, therefore, $21,580.48 of the principal and
$64,724.34 in interest were written off as bad debts.18
A re-examination of the accounts was made in 1941 by R. H.
Painter (Dominion Entomological Laboratory, Lethbridge, Alberta),
J. C. Cowan (Lands, Parks and Forest Branch of the Department of
Mines and Resources), and C. A. Trail1 (Records Office of the Department of Agriculture). They found that 66 years after the mortgages
had been established, some debts were still outstanding. $635.41
of the principal, and $1,945.31 interest, was still on the account
books.19 Now, more than 100 years later, the author was unable to
unearth any new information. It is almost certain that some debt still
remains; only a more exhaustive search can supply the answer.
Nevertheless, it remains clear that the destructive power of the
locust, exemplified by the crop losses of 1874-1 876, had far-reaching
and long-lasting effects. Not only did the action of the insects, and
the threat of their invasion, delay the efforts of colonization in the
Canadian West, but their presence caused a legacy of debt to be left
with the farmers of southern Manitoba for at least 66 years-perhaps
to this very day.
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ABSTRACT. This paper attempts to examine Canadian Indian policy during an important
transitional phase. It was apparent that the reserve system was not leading to the rapid assimilation or acculturation of the native peoples, while a stabilizing population meant that the Indians
were not simply going to disappear. Under Clifford Sifton the Laurier government overhauled
the Indian administration to centralize it, improve efficiency and reduce costs in the areas of
salaries, education, medical care, rations, annuities, and the like. Pressure on the Indians to
abandon old tribal customs, accept the values of the dominant society, and become self-supporting agriculturalists was sharply increased. Preoccupied as he was with promoting western
development, Sifton had little time and few new ideas for Indian administration; most policy
initiatives were generated from within the department. But the people whom Sifton put in positions of authority were unsympathetic to the plight of the Indians and had little contact with
them. Thus the way was prepared for Sifton's successor, and sharp critic, Frank Oliver, to pursue
an aggressive policy of forced acculturation and grasping of Indian lands, particularly in response
to demands from the rapidly settling West.
RESUME
Cette Ctude essaie d'examiner la politique Indienne du Canada pendant une phase de
transition trks importante. I1 Ctait apparent i cette tpoque que le systtme des rtserves n'aboutissait pas B une assimilation rapide ou i une acculturation des Amtrindiens, alors que la stabilisation de la population signifiait que les Indiens n'allaient pas, tout simplement, disparaitre. Sous
Clifford Sifton, le gouvernement Laurier rtorganisa l'administration indienne pour la centraliser,
amtliorer son efficacitC et rCduire les frais dans le domaine des salaires, de l'tducation, des soins
mtdicaux, des rations, des rentes, et autres. I1 y eut un accroissement radical des pressions sur
les Indiens pour leur faire abandonner les vieilles coutumes tribales, accepter les valeurs de la
socittt dominante et devenir desagriculteurs indkpendants. Bien qu'il se prtoccupLt de promouvoir le dCveloppement de l'Ouest, Sifton ne consacrait que peu de temps et n'avait que peu d'idtes
en ce qui concerne l'administration indienne; la plupart des initiatives pour les lignes de conduite
venaient de l'inttrieur du ministtre. Mais les gens placts par Sifton dans des postes de direction
n'avaient que peu de sympathie pour la situation des Indiens et avaient peu de contacts avec
ceux-ci. La voie ttait ainsi tracte pour le successeur de Sifton, et aussi son critique, Frank Oliver;
il n'avait qu'i suivre une politique aggressive $assimilation culturelle forcte et d'appropriation
des terres indiennes, surtout pour rtpondre aux demandes de I'Ouest en pleine colonisation.

"The Indians," observed Clifford Sifton in December 1896, "were
the wards of the government and when he settled down to work he
would see that we either had more Indians to look after or less officials,
for at present there were nearly as many officials as Indians."' Undoubtedly an appreciative ripple of applause and laughter flowed
through his attentive audience of Liberal supporters. Sifton recently
had been appointed Minister of the Interior and Superintendent
General of Indian Affairs in the Laurier government, and was on a
speaking tour of the West before assuming his duties in Ottawa. That
Sifton's remarks merely reflected conventional wisdom among
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Liberals is scarcely surprising, for his main concern was with the
Interior department, and with western development generally.
There appears to be little evidence that Sifton ever had anything
but the most casual interest in Indian affairs before being called to
Ottawa. He did recall the events of 1885 when, as a member of the
home guard in Brandon, he had paraded "the street with a six shooter
and a shot gun four or five evenings in succession,"2 but he did not
seem to have been profoundly affected by the Indian and MCtis uprising. In 1882, aged only twenty-one, he had begun to practice law
in Brandon, and was elected to the provincial legislature in 1888. In
1891 he entered the Greenway government as Attorney General where
he gained provincial and national notoriety as the able defender of
Manitoba's "national" school system. Sifton's great talents as an
organizer, administrator and politician were very evident by 1896
when Laurier made him the youngest member of his cabinet and placed
him in charge of western development.
Indian Affairs had long been closely associated with the Department of the Interior, which was the principal instrument through
which the federal government attempted to implement its developmental policies for the prairie West. The Dominion authorities were
charged with responsibility for all of Canada's Indians, but it was the
prairie Indians who created the greatest problems for the government,
and to whom the government had the most obligations. Indian Affairs
was still a branch of the Department of the Interior when most of
the numbered treaties were signed in the 1870's. Although created a
separate department in 1880, it thereafter normally retained its association with the Department of the Interior by coming under the aegis
of the Minister of the Interior until 1936. Thus the Indians were
viewed always in the context of western development; their interests,
while not ignored, only rarely commanded the full attention of the
responsible minister.
Sifton illustrates these problems well. There is plenty of evidence
of his desire t o serve what he believed to be the best interests of the
Indians. Yet he shared some pretty conventional prejudices and misconceptions about them, was heavily influenced by his officials and
always had a n eye on the political repercussions of his policies. He
further obscured the already hazy separate identity of Indian Affairs
by placing it and the Interior department under a single deputy minister. During Sifton's tenure, furthermore, the national budget more
than doubled, the Department of the Interior budget nearly quintupled, but that of Indian Affairs increased by less than 30%.3 The fact
was that the government-and, indeed, Parliament-had an unvaryingly parsimonious attitude toward the Indians.
By 1896 the western Indians had for some years been settled on
reserves which, it was hoped, would serve both to protect and ulti-
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mately to acculturate them. The general philosophy of the department,
which Sifton shared, seemed to be that the Indians should be quietly
maintained on reserves, where they should create as little political
difficulty as possible. There they should be prepared for assimilation
to white society, or at least become willing and able to achieve a state
of economic independence. In the meantime, the government would
act as a sort of guardian to prevent exploitation of the Indian, while
the various leading Christian denominations were aided in the task
of giving him a moral and general education. "Great progress" had
been made in this direction, Sifton assured the House of Commons
in 1901:
In the organized portion of the country there is no Indian population that may be considered dangerous so far as the peace of the
country is concerned. The Indians are becoming rapidly a peaceful population and self-sustaining. The expenditure we are
making is very large, but it is made in the pursuance of a policy
favoured by parliament for many years based upon a belief that
it is better-aside from the justice of the question7to bfing
the Indians into a state of civilization or comparative civilizat~on,
than to take any chance of their becoming a disturbin factor
in the community. Generally the results have been satis actory.4

P

Upon arriving at Ottawa late in 1896 Sifton plunged into departmental reorganization. Indian Affairs had for years been a splendid
source of patronage and sinecures for the Conservative party faithful,
and Sifton was determined that Liberals would now share the spoils
of power. Beyond that, the government was under much pressure to
slash budgets because for years the Liberals had denounced the lavish
spending of the Tories.5 Sifton applied the knife to Indian Affairs
as thoroughly as it was used on any department. Personnel were
dropped, the western agencies reorganized, and salaries generally
reduced.
The first and most serious battle which Sifton fought in order
to bring about a thorough reorganization was to remove the deputies
of the Interior and Indian Affairs departments, A. M. Burgess and
Hayter Reed respectively, and to place both departments under a
single deputy of his own choosing. Firing of deputies by an incoming
minister was not accepted practice. Sifton was the only Liberal minister to do so and had to overcome opposition from within the Cabinet
and from the Governor General.6
Placed over the two departments was a political ally from
Brandon, James A. Smart. Like Sifton a former Ontarian who had
moved west, Smart had operated a hardware business in Brandon,
and served as Minister of Public Works and Provincial Secretary in
the early years of the Greenway administration in Manitoba. He

certainly left his mark on the Department of the Interior, where he
served until the end of 1904, but it is questionable how much influence
he had on Indian Affairs. Under Reed even the trivial matters of the
daily operation of the office were dealt with by the Deputy; under
Smart, almost all letters went out over the signature of the departmental secretary, J . D. McLean.7 Smart in fact dealt with only the
more politically sensitive matters of general policy or patronage.
Of the Indian Affairs officials, Sifton worked most closely with
James Andrew Joseph McKenna, a second-class clerk who was
promoted t o be the Minister's private secretary for the department.8
In reality this was a highly political position. Through McKenna,
Sifton probably had more input into departmental policy-making
than is apparent from the written record, where he appears to have
confined himself largely to making recommendations to the Governor
General in Council, usually based on the advice of his officials. Furthermore, McKenna had Sifton's ear, and was placed in charge of some
delicate and important activities, ranging from investigation of local
squabbles over patronage, to treaty and halfbreed scrip commissions,
to negotiations with the British Columbia government. From July 1,
1901, McKenna was Assistant Indian Commissioner and Chief Inspector for Manitoba and the North-West Territories.
Sifton did not institute these changes in order to effect any drastic
new Indian policy. He was interested in efficiency and economy of
operation, and in political considerations. Yet the changes were a
wrench with the past, and prepared the way for more drastic changes in
the future. Not only was Indian Affairs placed in a position inferior
to the Interior Department, but the traditional policy-making structure was thoroughly shaken up. The new men had had little direct
contact with the Indians, and most were relatively unsympathetic,
if not "hard-line," in their attitudes.9 Smart knew nothing of the
Indians. Prior to going to Ottawa he was directed to familiarize himself with the western operations of the Department of the Interior;
almost incidentally Sifton suggested that he also tour all the Indian
schools in Manitoba.10 McLean, thoroughly experienced in the operations at Ottawa, seems to have had little or no direct experience in
the outside service. Despite his later fame in Indian Affairs, the chief
accountant, poet D. C . Scott, had the outlook of an economizing
bookkeeper, expressing concern for cutting costs, living within budgets, and demonstrating absolutely no sympathy for the realities of
administration at the reserve level. Finally, as will be seen, McKenna
had an uncompromising attitude which clearly found favour with
the Minister.
Only in Manitoba and the North-West Territories could Sifton
hope to effect significant savings. While perhaps less than one-quarter
of Canada's Indians lived in this region, about three-quarters of the
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Indian Affairs budget was expended there." This was mainly because
of government obligations contracted when the treaties were signed,
to provide assistance in education and agricultural instruction, food
for the destitute, annuities, and medical services. During the 1880's
most Indians were settled on reserves, agents assigned to supervise
and assist them, farm instructors and schools established to instil
new ways and ideas.12
Necessarily the service had been somewhat decentralized in early
years when communications were poor. The Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, located at Regina and the chief administrative officer in the
West, had been empowered to make many vital decisions on the spot.
Shortly after his arrival in Ottawa, Sifton received from A. E.
Forget, then Commissioner of Indian Affairs, a recommendation for
a drastic restructuring of the western administration. It called for
centralization of the administration at Ottawa, the removal of the
Commissioner's office from Regina to Winnipeg, reduction of the
Commissioner's staff from fourteen to three, the creation of six inspectorates (three in the Territories and three in Manitoba), and the closing
down of several agencies.13 Such a course had been suggested within
the department as early as 1888, and again by the Royal Commission
on the Civil Service of 1892, but had been rejected by the government.14
The new Superintendent General, however, had little hesitation in
approving the proposed changes with only slight modifications.15
The basic effect was to change the Commissioner's office "very largely
from a transmitting office t o . . .an inspectoral one."l6 That is, until
1897 the Commissioner's office was occupied principally with checking accounts and reports, a procedure which was repeated in Ottawa,
and also was the instrument through which western operations were
carried out. Such duplication of effort was henceforth to be substantially reduced, and the Commissioner was expected to occupy
himself with overseeing the inspection of western agencies and schools,
making recommendations and helping in the preparation of estimates
for western operations. The agencies and schools were now to receive
their directions mainly from Ottawa.
One of the expected benefits of this change was reduced manpower. The changes were drastic. When Sifton took over the department there were 144 employees; within two years some 57 had been
dismissed or resigned from the North-West service alone." Naturally
there was not a proportionate decrease in the service because Liberals
were appointed to many of the vacancies. In 1897-98 the department
budgeted for 115 officers, and by 1904-05 it had increased to 133.18
Still the reorganization, which resulted initially in dropping 29 officials, could be said to have been successful in effecting a reduction
in the size of the department.
Closely associated with this was Sifton's decision to institute

widespread reductions in salaries for many of those fortunate enough
to retain their positions. In 1896-97 the average annual salary was
$712.33; in 1897-98 this became $683.32, or a drop of about 4%. The
salaries of Indian agents had ranged up to $1400; all were to be cut
to $1000 or $900. The salaries of departmental clerks were reduced,
none to exceed $600. Farm instructors, who had drawn up to $600,
were reduced to a range of $300 to $480.19 Some in this way found
their salaries reduced as much as $300, or 2596.20 Undoubtedly these
drastic reductions encouraged some employees to resign or seek superannuation; and it is unlikely that departmental morale was much
improved. The department claimed a saving in salaries of $27,189 in
the reorganization of the North-West service, but there was a gradual
recovery in rates of pay, so that by 1904-05 the average was $725.67.21
Whatever the political benefits of a $27,000 saving in salaries, and
of a flurry of dismissals and resignations, the Indian department
budget continued to grow steadily.22 The changes were instituted in the
name of greater efficiency, which of course meant speed in bringing
the Indians to self-sufficiency and ultimately a~similation.~3
One change which did not last iong, however, was the attempt to
combine two departments under one deputy. The rapid expansion
of immigration and settlement made the combined responsibility too
heavy, and in 1902 the Indian department was again given its own
Deputy Superintendent General. Sifton appointed Frank Pedley, a
Toronto lawyer who had become Superintendent of Immigration in
1897. Although he had had no experience in Indian Affairs, Pedley
had proven himself to be an excellent administrator, and would
remain at his new post until 1913.24
The effectiveness of these administrative changes was debated
rather heatedly within the department in 1904.25 The evidence which
emerged suggested they were probably justified, but that they had
never been as effective as they should have been because of incredibly
lax inspection procedures. Most agencies were inspected less than once
a year, and several were well over two years between inspections. The
inspectors were responsible for schools as well. Some had been overburdened, while others simply had not been doing their job.26 With
an average of four or five agencies and a few schools per instructor,
there seems to be little reason why the inspections could not have been
done at least once a year, if not every six months as recommended.
But hard work was rarely demanded of most officials, whether in the
outside service or at Ottawa.27
The administrative changes, in sum, did result in a slightly smaller
staff and a lower cost in salaries. As an economy measure the effect
was not marked, because most departmental expenditures were on
items over which Sifton had little or no control: schools, annuities,
feeding the destitute, and so forth. As an attempt at improving admin-
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istrative efficiency the effect was marginal. But by centralizing control
in the hands of the Ottawa bureaucrats, who were much more concerned with ledger books than difficulties on the reserves, the potential
for a much more rigorous prosecution of departmental goals was
created.

"Next to the solution of the problem of immigration to the Northwest, there is nothing that will add greater lustre to Mr. Sifton's
administration than the solving of the problem of teaching the NorthSuch was the opinion of the
west Indians to live like human being~."~g
Manitoba Free Press, which claimed that an effective method of
educating the Indians had yet to be devised. Few problems claimed as
much time or money from the Department of Indian Affairs.
Once the last treaties were signed and the Indians largely settled
on the reserves, the federal government faced the problem of how to
fulfil its obligations to provide education to the Indians.29 In 1879
Nicholas Flood Davin produced a report for the government which
recommended continuation of existing mission schools and establishment of denominational industrial boarding schools on the American
model.30 The government, however, did not begin its experiment with
industrial schools until 1884, and ignored Davin's strictures about the
need for high salaries to attract good teachers and the dangers of allowing religious denominations a free hand. It established the principle
of sharing the costs with various denominations (Roman Catholic,
Anglican, Presbyterian, Methodist) which shouldered the major
burden of running the schools. The result of parsimony, low standards,
poor enforcement and inadequate inspection was both white and
Indian discontent with the system.3' Plainly it was substantially a
failure.
Rigorous inspections and higher expenditures might have done
something to salvage the situation. Neither was undertaken. As a
result of the departmental administrative reorganization the position
of school inspector was abolished, for a time at least, and the duties
handed over to agency inspectors. Sifton was unequivocal that increases in education costs could not be contemplated: ". . .the expenditure upon Indians, and particularly upon Indian education, has
reached the high water mark, and we must now look to reducing rather
than increasing it in any way."3*
"The object of Indian education," he explained, was "to try and
get them to take care of themselves as rapidly as possible." The difficulty was greatest among the Indians of Manitoba and the NorthWest Territories, which were "the hardest Indians in Canada to deal
with, because of the fact that they are the farthest removed from the
ordinary type of the working-man. They are the hardest to get settled
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down to work."" Indians educated for years seemed to revert quickly
to the old ways once back on the reserves, and the sentiment was widespread that attempting to educate the Indians was a hopeless cause.
Frank Oliver, the aggressive independent Liberal from Alberta, and
Sifton's eventual successor, argued that educating Indians in industrial
schools was self-defeating: "we are educating these Indians to compete
industrially with our own people, which seems to me a very undesirable
use of public money, or else we are not able to educate them to compete, in which case our money is thrown away."34 Sifton scarcely
disagreed. He believed that a highly specialized education was generally a waste of time. "I have no hesitation in saying-we may as well be
frank-that the Indian cannot go out from school, making his own
way and compete with the white man.. . . He has not the physical,
mental or moral get-up to enable him to compete. He cannot do it."35
When Sifton first came into office, he seems to have believed that
the goal of making the Indians "self-supporting citizens" could be
achieved only "by persistent and patient effort along the lines followed
in the past." The system which had evolved contained basically three
kinds of schools. The first was the day school, the oldest and most
widespread, but probably least effective, where poorly paid and
usually underqualified teachers laboured with Indian children on or
near reserves.36 The second type was the boarding school, also on or
near reserves, but where Indian children were more removed from the
tribal atmosphere and given "a general and moral education." The
third type was the industrial school, which was well removed from the
reservations, and gave the most varied and specialized curriculum.
The day schools were poorest in Sifton's view because "the Indian
children are not removed from the surroundings which tend to keep
them in a state of more or less degradation." The industrial school, by
contrast, removed the child from the reservation and tried to make him
competitive with whites, which the Indian was incapable of becoming.
Besides, the cost of these schools was very high. The best solution,
he concluded, would be to expand the number of boarding schools,
"which would give not so great an amount of education, but a reasonable education, to a much larger number of Indian children, [and]
the result would be better on the whole for the Indian population."37
That he believed he had made important changes in the system
was the burden of Sifton's remarks to the House of Commons in 1904:
My own belief is that the system of industrial schools as I found
it in operation when I took office, is not the best, or the most
effective, or the most economic way of improving the condition
of the Indians. I thought the system ado ted was an artificial
s stem. I found that Indian boys and gir s were being kept in
t ese schools in some cases until they were 23, 24 and 25 years
of a e. The Dominion of Canada is not under any obligation to
con uct a system of education for an Indian tribe, under which
the education of each child becomes so expensive and so artificial.
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I ut in force a rule that children were not to remain in the schools
a ter the age of eighteen.. . . We have substituted a less elaborate
system; a s stem of what we call boarding schools where a larger
number o children can for a shorter tlme be educated more
economically and generally more effectively. What we desire to
do is not to give a hi hly specialized education to half a dozen
out of a large band o Indians, but if possible to distribute over
the whole band a moderate amount of education and intelligence,
so that the general status of the band would be raised.38
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During Sifton's term as Superintendent General there was no
serious attempt either to reform the school system or to enforce
attendance regulations. The number of Indian children registered in
the schools grew slightly from 9,700 in 1896 to 10,000 in 1905, the
average attendance rising over 7%.39 He refused, however, to offer
any inducements t o Indian parents to send their children to school.40
And he told the House of Commons that much of his time in the Indian
Department was spent resisting demands for more money for schools.
"Our position with reference to the Indians is this," he said: "We have
them with us, and we have to deal with them as wards of the country.
There is no question that the method we have adopted of spending
money to educate them is the best possible method of bringing these
people to an improved state." To those who objected that little
progress was being made, Sifton countered with emphatic denial. He
added that the schools were perhaps less efficient than white ones,
because "you cannot press the Indian children as you can the children
of white people, you cannot require so much from them." He also
admitted the difficulty of getting competent teachers. In theory they
were required to have a third-class certificate, but "when you pay
$300 a year and send a young woman, or a young man, out to a lonesome place where there are no social advantages it is very difficult to
get a competent teacher under those circumstances."4~ That $300
was less than half what teachers could expect to make in the city must
have been known to most members of Parliament. Yet the chief
criticism directed at Sifton concerned the rising cost of Indian education, not whether better salaries might secure better teachers.42
There was indeed a strong tendency within the department to
blame the churches for the weaknesses and failures of the system.
Wrote Inspector Martin Benson in 1903,
The Indians do not appreciate the instruction in religion and
manners their children receive at these schools. What would
impress them would be a practical education that would fit them
to earn their own living and assist them to better their condition.
That they do not receive such an education is generally admitted.43
Religious and moral instruction was naturally of central importance
to the churches. The government, on the other hand, wanted the
Indians to receive a straightforward practical education leading to
self-sufficiency. Departmental officials upbraided the churches for not
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taking greater responsibility for placing graduates of the schools in
jobs, for not securing fully qualified teachers, for teaching too much
religion and not enough practical training for an agricultural life on
the reserves. But churches then, as always, had limited funds and
depended upon the government. The government, in its turn, refused
to take the full responsibility.44 The objective of Indian education
was to change completely the moral and spiritual values of the primitive societies, a function widely regarded as properly the province
of the churches.45 Thus a continuing role in Indian education for the
churches simply was not disputed.
If standards were not improved, nor attendance regulations
enforced, the government still had made some important decisions.
The industrial school was considerably diminished in importance.
Some pressure was exerted to make Indian education more practical
and relevant to life on the reservation. But, as will be seen, this was
not always to be done through formal educational institutions; the
schools had not been a great success, and the way was opened to consider alternatives.

The policy of the Department of Indian Affairs, wrote Deputy
Minister Frank Pedley in 1904, was "to bring the Indians as near the
status of the white man as can be and make them a moral, industrious
and self supporting class."46 This was a comprehensive purpose of
which formal education could fulfil only a part.
Certain attitudes, however, tended to hamper the desired development. Rarely was the opinion of an Indian taken seriously unless
corroborated by some white man. To one correspondent who was
inquiring about Indian protests over a medical officer, Sifton replied
that the Department found considerable difficulty in arriving at facts
where the Indians were concerned. "That difficulty," he wrote, "is
such that it is almost impossible for a person who has not had experience with the Indians to understand! It is possible for persons to get
the Indians to sign almost any kind of statements, if a little excitement
and agitation be got up beforehand, and we are unable therefore to
rely to any extent upon written statements that come in signed by
Indians."47 This attitude was reflected time and again in departmental
dealings with correspondence from local chiefs and petitions from
Indian bands.
A similar attitude prevailed with respect to band funds. Theoretically interest from Indian trust funds was to be distributed to the
tribes to promote a sense of responsibility and self-government. In
practice the department was reluctant to release the money, and did
so only for projects of which it approved. The reason, explained
Hayter Reed, was that "the money distributed as interest is a positive
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deterrent to individual improvement amongst the Indians; they learn
to depend too largely upon these payments, and frequently they
squander them.. . ." Department policy forced the Indians to rely
"upon their own resources," which "cannot fail to promote selfreliance."48
The government attitude was forcibly demonstrated when the
government dismissed for political partisanship a doctor attending
the Mohawk Indians of the Bay of Quinte Reservation. The gentleman
in question not only was popular with the Indians, but had been paid
entirely out of band funds. When the dismissal was protested by the
Indians, they appealed first to the Department and then to the Queen.
Governor General Lord Minto attempted to use his influence to correct what he viewed as an injustice, but was firmly rebuffed by Sifton:
. . . it is quite clear that the officials who are paid out of Indian
funds are regarded as officials of the Department of Indian Affairs
and are fully responsible to the Department in the same way as
any other departmental officers and while the views of the Ind!ans
are properly considered whenever possible the right of the Indians
to control the action of the Department is not under any circumstances recognized.. . . It is as Your Excellency remarks quite
correct that the Indians have always looked upon Her Majesty
as a final Court of appeal for any complaint which they may
wish to make. As a matter of practice however the actual discharge of such functions has for many ears been confined to
recommending the re resentations whic may be made by the
Indians, to the carefu attention of the advisers of the Crown.49
The paternal grip of the department was in no way to be relaxed.
It was felt in innumerable ways, from everyday administrative trivia
to issues of band politics. For years the department had assumed the
power to depose chiefs who "retarded progress" on the reserves, and
there seems to have been little hesitation in using it. One such headman, described as "Tom, alias Kah-pah-pah-mah-am-wa-ko-we-kochin" of Moose Mountain Agency, was said to have brought up his
children "to think that any thing in the way of work at farming, cattle
keeping or schools is not good for Indians," and his example therefore
hindered progress on the reserve.50
It was indeed the hope of the Canadian government to change
within a generation or two a nomadic hunting society into independent
self-supporting agriculturalists. The reasons for the difficulty in
making the transition were complex. Departmental planning was
often poorly related to the realities of the local conditions and tribal
attitudes. Not all farm instructors were either competent or conscientious. Tribal customs were deeply entrenched; and the point must
never be forgotten that to change a society from a hunting to a settled
agricultural existence meant fundamental adjustments in values and
outlook. These could not be altered overnight.
At times the department seemed very far removed from the prac-
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tical difficulties encountered upon the prairie reserves. It was proposed
at one point to impose sheep raising upon the Indians, despite objections from Agents, farm instructors and Indians. But the deputy was
convinced it would be good for the Indians, particularly the women:
"In connection with this industry will be carding, spinning, and
weaving of this wool, for there is no reason why the women, who are
greatly in need of constant and useful employment, should not make
all the cloth required by the Indians for wear."s' It was an industry
which understandably never seems to have succeeded.
Under Sifton the Indians encountered much greater pressure to
farm for themselves. "I may say," wrote 9.A. J. McKenna, "that I am
convinced that the Indians can only be advanced through labour [that
is, being taught, and even virtually forced, to grow grain and raise
cattle] and that I propose doing what I can to hasten the day when
ration houses shall cease to exist and the Indians be self-supporting.
That day will never come if officers continue the system of handling
Indians through bribing them with food."52The Indians were gradually taught principles of cattle breeding, were discouraged from concentrating on ponies, and were taught also the value of growing grain
for profit. This paternalism, Sifton pointed out, was likely to be
required for some time. But he did want the Indians to receive a practical agricultural education, and both Indians and farm instructors
who were successful were encouraged by the department.
One of the farm instructors, for example, was being supported
in an experiment in which several young Indian couples, graduates
of the schools, were settled away from their tribes and urged to produce
beyond their immediate needs, not sharing with the tribe, and keeping
the profits for themselves. "As a matter of practice," stated Sifton,
"one of the most serious difficulties in improving an Indian band is
that just as soon as an Indian couple show an inclination to thrift and
gather a little property around them, all their Indian relations think
it is not necessary for them to work just in proportion as this couple
is prosperous. Their relations take their supplies, and consequently
they have no encouragement to accumulate property." He hoped more
and more to see Indian school graduates settled separately, "where
they can have [a] much higher type of civilized life than they could
if they settled amongst the other Indians."53
The department's efforts did have some effect, nonetheless, and
it could demonstrate some impressive figures showing agricultural
progress amongst the Indians of the Territories. In later years Sifton
believed that the system which he had initiated was working out very
we11.54
The department had also been engaged in breaking down tribal
customs and structures in other ways. Particularly important was the
question of tribal ceremonies and dances, crucial for the maintenance
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and survival of the tribal entity. Shortly after Sifton assumed his
duties at Ottawa, the British Columbia government appealed against
the prohibition of the potlatch.55 After investigation Sifton concluded
that the prohibition was justified. The potlatch, he argued, had a demoralizing effect upon the Indians, and the consensus of those working
amongst the Indians was that judicious or prudent enforcement of
the law would cause no difficulty. A younger generation was rising
to power, and was opposed to the customs. Finally, "the repeal of the
law now. . .would be viewed by the Indians as an evidence on the
part of the Government of weakness and vacillation and would produce disrespect and want of confidence in the source from which it
emanates."56
The traditional discouragement of the sun dance among prairie
tribes was also maintained. Although the dance was not proscribed
by law, except where torture, mutilation or giving away of property
was involved, the department opposed it because it meant that the
Indians abandoned their farm work, left the livestock to starve, and
so forth. The department was willing to allow dances involving no
torture, no compulsion to attend, where children were not withdrawn
from school, which had a fixed time limit, and on occasion provided
that tribes or bands from other reserves did not attend. Of course all
these qualifications precisely undermined the social and spiritual
meaning of the dance to the Indian collectively.57
In 1902 Lord Minto toured the West and decided to take up the
issue of the sun dance, which he believed was unreasonably prohibited.58 The Governor General might have considered the dance
to be harmless, but unfortunately the Indians for whom he was so
concerned happened to be in the Qu'Appelle Agency under Indian
Agent Graham, who ran a model agency from the point of view of
the department. His methods, while firm, had made the Indians much
more "progressive." Defending his prohibition of the sun dance at
some length, Graham argued that the dances were one of the most
important mechanisms of reinforcing tribal authority and of undoing
all the work of years in the schools to "civilize" the Indians.59 Once
again Minto's appeal had fallen upon deaf ears.60
Apart from prohibiting or strongly discouraging a few such
activities, the department took only limited action in the area of Indian
morality. Revisions of the Indian Act in 1898 included some controls
on immorality, particularly with respect to delinquent parents and
parents of illegitimate children, who would no longer be eligible to
receive the government allowances for their children." The sale of
liquor to Indians on reserves was stringently forbidden by the Indian
Act, but the fact that only $500 was voted by the government to enforce
the law in central and eastern Canada reflected a very limited concern
with the problem. "It is hopeless," wrote J. D. McLean, "to expect

that this traffic with the Indians can be entirely s~ppressed."6~
Naturally drunkenness on the part of civil servants working with the Indians
was not long tolerated.63 On the reserves, however, the Indian Agent
had considerable powers as prosecutor and judge in dealing with the
alcohol problem. McLean commented,
@

There are many reasons why it is often best to let the Agent
exercise the powers conferred upon him by the Indian Act, to
hear and determine such cases-as for instance the desire to avoid
unnecessary trouble and expense, the fact that he is probably
in the best position to weigh the value of Indians' evidence, and
to jud e as to the nature of the punishment like1 to have the
best e ect upon individual culprits, and. because t e meting out
of justice by the Agent direct, tends to instil proper respect for
his authority.64
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Sifton himself did not favour strong government initiatives, for he
believ.ed that the power of the law in enforcing morals was very limited.
The government could discourage, but not prohibit, Indian camp
meetings, he told one correspondent, and when they were held it could
only "take all possible steps to preserve order and decorum." Before
he introduced his amendments to the Indian Act of 1898 he commented, "The question of immorality among Indian women on
reserves is one that the Department has made efforts to cope with,
but it finds it very difficult to adopt any method that will wipe out
the evil. The Department has gone to great lengths in procuring legislation with this end in view.. . but I fear that statutory enactments will
be slow in effecting reform, and that we must place our hope mainly
on Christianising agencies."65
Such complacency extended also to an area of vital concern to
the Indians, that of medical attendance. Most of the western treaties
included provision for such attendance as required by the Indians, a
government responsibility which was extended in varying degrees
to Indians across the country. It was beyond question that the standard of these services was poor. When Sifton took office the decline
in the general Indian population was continuing, though it levelled
off and began a slow recovery early in the twentieth century. Reports
from Agents and others constantly made reference to the poor state
of health of the Indians, a situation largely taken for granted by the
government. For example, one of the problems which exercised the
department was the high mortality rate among graduates of the industrial schools. The concern, however, was not with improving conditions, but with selecting healthier students so that the investment
in their education would not be wasted.66 In a scathing attack on
conditions in the Territories a doctor from Macleod observed that
the mortality rate among the Bloods and Piegans was "over ninety
per thousand."67
The doctor's suggestions for reform were not followed up,
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because as always the Members of Parliament were most concerned
with reducing costs.68 Sifton hoped to minimize costs by instituting
a policy of paying a fixed stipend, rather than fees for actual attendance.69 He claimed that it was a continual struggle to effect economy
in medical expenses: "When an Indian gets medicine one day, he
imagines he cannot get along unless he gets more the next, and there
are bound to be increases from time to time, but we are doing the
best we can to keep down the expenditure."70 "You never can satisfy
Indians that they are being properly attended to medically," he declared. "The more medical attendance that is provided the more they
want."71
Mounting criticism was such that in 1904 Sifton appointed a
"medical inspector of the Department of the Interior and Indian
Affairs," Dr. P. H. Bryce. His duties would be to supervise the medical
attendance of immigrants and Indians, and in this capacity Bryce
conducted the first systematic survey of the health of Canadian Indian
tribes.72
Ungenerous and inadequate as this policy appears in retrospect,
it must be admitted that the government believed that the Indians
receiving free medical attendance were obtaining services denied to
the average Canadian. The very fact that the Indians were wards of
the government tended, in Sifton's view, to render them more dependent unless a firm line were taken pressing them to independence.
The government was at great pains to prove that there was
progress in this direction. Tables prepared for Sifton demonstrated
a decline in the amount of government rations to Indians, a decline
which according to Frank Pedley, was "in a large measure, due to the
growing ability of the individual Indians to support themselves."73
It was departmental policy, he added, "not to pauperize the Indian
but to make him furnish as near as possible an equivalent in labour
for the assistance rendered." The intent of the department was to make
"a strenuous effort in all directions.. .to make all Indians self-sustaining."74

The administration of Indian lands was one of the least understood functions of the department.75 To many speculators, businessmen and settlers the situation seemed quite clear. The Indians were
sitting on valuable land which could be used more profitably by whites;
accordingly the Indians should give way or be removed. Others conceded the Indians' right to some land, but contended that the reserves,
originally based on calculation of a certain number of acres per capita
or head of family, were unrealistically large when the number of
Indians had been dwindling steadily. As the prairies began to fill with

white settlers, pressure on the government to obtain some or all of
these lands for efficient exploitation increased. Such attitudes had
been present almost since the treaties were signed-indeed in one
form or another since the very arrival of Europeans in North America
-and had if anything hardened in wake of the 1885 rebellion.l6 It was
the influx of settlers in the twentieth century, however, which would
help to generate very different policies, particularly when Frank Oliver
came to office in 1905. The Indians would thenceforth come under
every inducement and pressure to sell their lands and become assimilated.
Publicly, at least, Sifton refused to accede to these pressures and
was thus the last Superintendent General who operated even superficially on the basis of the old philosophy. His was not a whole-hearted
commitment to the Indian cause, but to pleas that he open up Indian
lands, whether for agricultural, timber or mineral exploitation, he
made the same dogged response throughout his term of office. The
government acted as trustee for the Indians. "The law," he told Frank
Oliver, "is very specific and clear." The Alberta member wanted a
reserve at Stony Plain thrown open for settlement. He was firmly informed that "in no case in which the Indians are in possession of a
reserve can the same be taken from them without their consent and
the money placed to the general credit of all the Indians in the country.. . .This system makes it. . . impossible to throw land held by the
Indians open for settlement immediately on a proposition to that effect
being made, even in cases in which it is clear to the Department that
it is in the general interest as well as in the interest of any particular
band themselves that such land should be thrown open."77 Annually
Sifton had to explain to Parliament that very little could be done
without the consent of the tribes concerned, and that sometimes that
was difficult to obtain. "Whatever may be deemed desirable or otherwise," he told A. A. C. LaRiviGre, M.P., "the fact of the matter is that
the Indians own these lands just as much as my hon. friend (Mr.
LaRiviere) owns any piece of land for which he has a title in fee simple.
The faith of the government of Canada is pledged to the maintenance
of the title of these Indians in that land." The government would seek
Indian consent to exploitation of their lands, "when we think it will
not interfere with the means of livelihood of the Indians."78
The problems, and Sifton's approaches to them, are best illustrated
with specific examples. The Dokis Indians' refusal to accede to the
exploitation of pine timber on their reserve in Ontario particularly
exercised departmental officials. The forest was mature, and if it was
not lost to fire, it would soon begin to rot and lose its value. Even
taking only those trees over nine inches at the base, it was calculated
that some 45,000,000 board feet of timber could be harvested. In this
case Sifton had the power and was quite prepared to legislate to impose
an arrangement whereby the band, consisting of 80 people, would
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receive some $250,000 cash bonus, and a royalty of $1 per 1000 board
feet. That the deal was perfectly logical and advantageous for the
Indians seemed obvious to the department. But there was some impatience with the attitude of the aged chief Dokis who was unimpressed
with the prospect of monetary gain; he believed he had a moral or
spiritual obligation to preserve the forest intact for his successors.79
In another cask, the Canadian Northern Railway promoters,
Mackenzie and Mann, wished in 1904 to obtain a townsite for a
divisional point, to be located on the Cot6 Reserve in north-east
Assiniboia. It was, they claimed, the best site in twenty miles. The
Indians were willing to surrender the land because of the high cash
value, and they were supported by the local Agent. But Sifton believed
that the town (Kamsack), being located on the reserve, would create
serious social problems. Only reluctantly did he agree to the sale,
after ensuring that the Indians would profit h o m the arrangement
as would any ordinary landowner. Unhappily the adverse effects foreseen by Sifton were realized in the future.80
A different problem faced the department at the Roseau River
Reserve in the early 1890's, located on first-class agricultural land.
By 1898 the population had declined to 261 and much of the land was
not being used. There was pressure from the surrounding areas and
from Indian Department officials to obtain a surrender of at least
part of the lands. By 1900 the population was reduced to 244, and by
1902 to 209. The Indians simply were making no progress; as the
districts around the reserve were settled the Indians seemed unwilling
to work and were tempted to drift into nearby settlements. Their
numbers depleted by disease and their spirit sapped, the agent believed
that the only hope was to obtain a surrender and use the money to
purchase a more isolated reserve where they could be relocated. This
was done, after some difficulty in persuading the Indians, in 1903.81
In southern Alberta the Blackfoot Indians refused all methods
of persuasion by the ranching community to obtain grazing leases
on the reserve. There was nothing the department could do in face
of such intransigence.82 On the other hand, the Blackfoot tribe could
only have been reinforced in their position by observing the nearby
Blood Reserve, where the chiefs had agreed to a lease. When a group
of the tribe protested to Ottawa, they claimed that the chiefs had not
been representative of the tribe and that each man should have been
consulted in a tribal vote, that the leaseholders had not taken up their
leases promptly as prescribed in the leases, and that promises of money
and free trips to Ottawa for the chiefs (obviously not in the lease) had
not been fulfilled. In this case Sifton flatly rejected the tribal contentions.83 Unquestionably he saw the issue simply in terms of a legal
contract, the obligations of which the Indians must fulfil.
The most extended case involving Indian lands in these years

concerned the Songhees Reserve which was located precisely where
the city of Victoria, B.C., wished to expand. In British Columbia the
province had reversionary rights to any Indian lands sold, or funds
arising therefrom. The local government viewed the land as a potential
source of public money, insisting that the Indians were only entitled
to the original value of the land, not the tremendous increment to its
value caused by its being in an urban setting. The provincial government hoped through this subterfuge to buy the land for a song, and
then parcel it out at high prices to various urban interests. It also
wanted the federal government to assume the costs of obtaining a new
reserve and removing the Indians. Sifton absolutely refused such
terms. He was as desirous as anyone to remove the Indians from the
"contaminating influences of city life with the worst and most demoralizing features of which they are constantly brought in c0ntact."8~
But the Indians must, he insisted, obtain the full value of the lands.85
Land surrenders and leases could serve many purposes. They
could be a source of funds to repay tribal debts, or to provide capital
for new equipment or enterprises. Timber, grazing or mineral leases
in particular were designed to produce income, and sometimes work,
for Indians over a number of years. On occasion it was desirable, at
least to the department, to remove the Indians from demoralizing
urban influences. Similary when a reserve declined in population
Indians began to drift to other reserves, and the lands could be sold
and the money put to use for the benefit of the other bands.86 Undeniably the department was sometimes wrong in its judgment, and
also induced some Indians in questionable ways to give up their lands.
There seemed to be a belief that the Indian population would continue
to dwindle, so that large tracts of land on some reserves simply would
never be required; why not sell the land, or lease it, when the monetary
benefits seemed so obvious? The government also made the assumption that all Indians could and should become agricultural, even in
some unsuitable districts, influencing its attitude to non-agricultural
lands.87
Indian land surrenders were by no means new when Sifton came
to office.88 It is not clear how much land was surrendered during
Sifton's term of office, but Frank Oliver claimed that 724,517 acres
of Indian lands were sold between July 1, 1896 and March 3 1, 1909.89
Generally speaking this was seen positively by the white community.
Any criticism was directed at the government's failure to obtain more
land from the Indians; the Indians, it was said, must not be allowed
to stand in the way of progress, and the Indians' general well-being.g0
But no serious attempt was made to change the law to facilitate the
appropriation of Indian lands by whites.9' As to what the Indians
themselves thought, the department tended to be impatient. Old
Indian concepts of land and ownership were considered simply vestiges
of a passing culture which was of itself inferior and inevitably giving
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way to "civilization" and "progress." The government quite sincerely
believed that this was in the best interest of the Indians.

v
Clifford Sifton's tenure as Superintendent General of Indian
Affairs did not occasion dramatic changes in Canadian Indian policy.
He had almost no creative new ideas to offer, and most of his policy
statements and administrative reforms appear to have been generated
substantially within the department. It is arguable that his administrative reforms made the service more efficient, more highly centralized,
and that he made a fairly steady effort to minimize the number of
incompetent officials. He left his stamp on the department in many
of the leading personnel, and indeed in the drastic upheaval at all levels
of the staff. The changes tended to bring to power men who were if
anything less sympathetic to the Indians, and to place expenditure
under the control of a cost-conscious bureaucracy.
Disillusionment with the reserve system was already present
in the department when Sifton came to office, and before long would
become more widespread. "Experience does not favour the view
that the system makes for the advancement of the Indians," McKenna
told Sifton in 1898.92 The education system in particular was much
slower in breaking down old customs than had been hoped. Yet there
was no movement toward fundamental change, and Sifton tried to
alter the existing reserve administration and the method of education
to make them more efficient. Assimilation of individual Indians came
to be regarded as the longer-term goal because of the difficulty of
educating Indians to compete with whites or to make their way individually off the reserves. In the short run the emphasis was to be on
a practical, limited education for entire bands, to make the Indian selfsufficient agriculturalists on the reserves, and to "wean" them from
dependence upon the government. With this end in view the department also encouraged examples of progress among the Indians by
special attention to successful Indians and agents.
In these years the Indians seemed at long last to be making the
adjustment to reserve life; the decline in population was arrested and,
perhaps with the aid of a program of vaccination for all Indian children, slight increases in population began to be noticed early in the
twentieth century. Government officials could point to some improvements in agricultural progress on the reserves. Although Sifton
accepted the widespread belief that Indians could not compete in
white society and would require continued government assistance,
he resisted complete acceptance of the policy of paternalism. He
endeavoured to reduce Indian dependence upon the government. In
the long run he hoped to see the Indians self-supporting, civilized,
and accepting the competitive and individualistic values of his own
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society. But continued parsimony in the administration reflected his
view that Indians were not a major priority. They were a responsibility
to be lived with, not likely to contribute significantly to the progress
of the country.
This is to state the obvious: how else did men of Sifton's day
regard Indians? Even Lord Minto, no admirer of Sifton and critical
of certain details in the Indian administration, concluded by the time
he left the country in 1904 that "Canada's management of her Indians
has been excellent and something to be proud of for it's a very difficult
question, or rather has been, for it is practically worked out n0w."~3
Not all of Minto's contemporaries would have agreed. With
Sifton's successor, Frank Oliver, and a new Indian Act in 1906, a
different era of greater firmness and of serious efforts to assimilate
the Indians and obtain their lands was ushered in. By comparison
Sifton's term of office appears to be but a mild transition from the
practices of early administration, an effort to make past policies more
efficient. But in a sense it was also a period which helped to make
possible the more drastic change realized under his successors.
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History of Indian Education in Canada," M.A. thesis, Queen's University, 1942; Kathryn
Kozak, "Education and the Blackfoot, 1870-1900," M.A. thesis, University of Alberta, 1971;
Jacqueline Gresko, "White'Rites'and Indian 'Rites': Indian Education and Native Responses
in the West, 1870-1910," in A. W. Rasporich, ed., Western Canada, Past and Present
(Calgary: McClelland and Stewart, 1975), pp. 163-81.
30 PAC, DIA Records, vol. 3674, file 11422, "Report on Industrial Schools for Indians and
Half-Breeds," Ottawa, March 14, 1879; C. B. Koester, "Nicholas Flood Davin: a Biography,"
Ph.D. thesis, University of Alberta, 1971, pp. 77-8.
3
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 3920, file 116751-B, Martin Benson to the Deputy Superintendent
General, June 23, 1903.
32 "My present impression," he told one of his Liberal colleagues in 1897, "is that there will be
no substantial increases in these items [Indian education1in the next four vears." PAC, Sifton
Papers, vol. 264, pp. 258-60, Sifton to Rev. A. ~ u t h e d a n d General
,
~ d c r e t a r ~ e, t h o d i s t
Church, January 10, 1898; vol. 220, pp. 777-8, Sifton to J . G. Rutherford, MP, June4,1897.
See also vol. 224, p. 435, Sifton to Rev. G. M. Grant, January 14, 1898.
33 Debates, 1899, cols. 5725-6, June 22, 1899.
34 Ibid., 1897, col. 4076, June 14, 1897.
Ibid.. 1904. cols. 6946-56. Julv 18. 1904: see also 1903. cols. 7260-1, July 23, 1903.
36 Salaries ranged from $200 to $300; many teachers were not even required io have a teaching
certificate.
37 Debates, 1899, cols. 7480-99, esp. 7483-6, July 14,1899. With the hope that greater economy
and better results might be achieved, there was a proposal made in the department that a
hierarchy of schools be established. Children were then expected to attend school between
the ages of six and sixteen. All children, under this plan, would begin in day schools, though
there was no upper age limit. The more promising and healthy students would attend
boarding school between the ages of eight and fourteen, and the best of these would be
selected for industrial schools. PAC, DIA Records, vol. 1121, pp. 51 1-3, J. D. McLean to
A. E. Forget, March 8, 1898; pp. 692-9, Memorandum, J. D. McLean, July 20, 1897; vol.
1121, pp. 689-91, J. A. Smart to Rev. A. J. Vining, May 30, 1898.
Sifton also opposed "transferring girls from the boarding [to the industrial] schools.
In their case the domestic work in which they can assist at the schools in the later years of
their pupilship is the best sort of industrial training that they can obtain." Sifton Papers,
vol. 265, pp. 403-5, Sifton to Bishop Legal, March 22, 1901.
38 Debates, 1904, cols. 6946-56, July 18, 1904. A case in point occurred in 1903-1904 when
the Oblate fathers were given permission to acquire the land and buildings of the St. Boniface
Industrial School, in return for which they were to build and help support three new boarding
schools, in addition to a fourth which was already nearing completion. While the Industrial
School could not teach agriculture adequately, it would be taught to the boys at each boarding school, while the girls would be trained "to do house work." PAC, DIA Records, vol.
3920, file 116751-B, passim., esp. Order in Council, January 8, 1904.
39
Sessional Papers, 1897, #14, pp. 416-7; 1906, #27, pt. ii, pp. 54-5.
40
PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 265, pp. 403-5, Sifton to Bishop Legal, March 22, 1901. He wrote,
"I would infer from your Lordship's letter that we would in some way have to make good
to the Indians what they lose in service through the absence of their boys and what they
would get as marriage gifts from prospective sons in law if the girls were at home and eligible
for marriage from their twelfth year. Action in that direction would come pretty close to a
system of purchase of Indian children, and, it strikes me, would be more open to objection
than even the compulsory method." It should be added that years earlier the department
had begun the practise of giving the children in Manitoba and Territorial schools a noonday meal as an inducement to attend, and this practise continued; see J . W. Chalmers, op.
cit., pp. 162-3; PAC, DIA Records, vol. 1120, pp. 692-9, Memorandum, J. D. McLean,
July 20, 1897.
41
Debates, 1902, cols. 3043-6, April 18, 1902.
42 Several times proposals for increased pay for teachers were made within the department.
In 1887 the Deputy Superintendent General, L. Vankoughnet, proposed such action to
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Prime Minister Macdonald, but it was ignored. In 1891 another proposal was buried, as
was a proposal from an Indian Agent and backed by the Indian Commissioner in 1503. This
latter suggestion apparently never reached the ministerial level. Only once, and then put
obliquely and unsympathetically, does the idea seem to have reached Sifton's desk. Not
until about 1912 or 1913 was there a substantial increase in salaries over levels of the 1880's,
but they were still too low to compete very effectively for good teachers. PAC, DIA Records,
vol. 3965, file 1500000-8; vol. 1120, pp. 692-9, Memorandum, J. D. McLean, July 20,1897.
Ibid., vol. 3920, file 116751-A, Benson to the Deputy Superintendent General, June23,1903.
Concerning similar sentiments about educational expenditure among the Yukon Indians,
see vol. 3962, file 147654-1, vol. 2, esp. F. T. Congdon to F. Pedley, April 1903; and John
Ross to Congdon, July 6, 1903.
Sifton did make two small concessions in extending departmental obligations, expending
up to $5,000 for education among Yukon Indians, an area ignored by the government prior
to the gold rush; and permitting halfbreed children residing on Indian reserves to attend
the Indian schools. Ibid.; and vol. 3931, file 117377-IC, D. Laird to J. D. McLean, August
-27. , -won
.- - .
See Sifton's speech of November 17,1902 to the General Assembly of the Methodist Church
(Toronto Globe, November 18,1902). Although he was not speakingabout Indian education,
the points made are applicable.
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 3635, file 6567, Pedley to Sifton, March 24, 1904, p. 4.
PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 238, pp. 635-6, Sifton to Rev. S. D. Chown, August 29, 1900.
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 1119, pp. 625-8, H. Reed to Sifton, December 26,1896; vol. 1120,
pp. 36-7, Reed to Sifton, January 26, 1897.
Ibid., and pp. 734-7, Sifton to Governor General in Council, December 30, 1896; Sifton
Papers, vol. 68, file "Minto, Lord 1899,"passim.; Lord Minto Papers, vol. 10, pp. 3-5, Minto
to Sifton, May 1, 1899, and reply, pp. 6-8, May 11,1899; pp. 9-10, Minto to Sifton, May 15,
1899.
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 1121, Sifton to Governor General in Council, September 11,1897;
see also vol. 1125, p. 164, same, September 4, 1901 (concerning Chief Paul of White Whale
Lake), and p. 379, same, March 11, 1902 (concerning Chief Piapot of the Qu'Appelle
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Ibid., vol. 3877, file 91839-1, H. Reed to A. E. Forget, July 9, 1896. For another example,
see S. Raby, "Indian Treaty No. 5 and The Pas Agency, Saskatchewan N.W.T.," Saskatchewan History, XXV, 1972, pp. 108-9.
52 PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 106, 83483-92, McKenna to Sifton, December 10, 1901.
53 Debates, 1902, cols. 3054-6, April 18, 1902; 1903, cols. 64224, July 10, 1903; 1904, cols.
6942-5,6954-7, July 18,1904. There was also encouragement for Indians towork with white
farmers where "they learn much more than they would on the reserves," particularly "manners, morals, customs and ideas of earning a living in a civilized way." (DIA Records, vol.
3920, file 116751-IA, Martin Benson to Deputy Superintendent General, June 23, 1903,
p. 6.) Sifton, however, never went as far as suggested by J. D. McLean, who believed that
"it might be advisable.. . in the case of graduates of Industrial Schools to provide for their
ipso facto enfranchisement, and give them locations on their reserves as enfranchised
Indians." (Ibid., vol. 1120, pp. 692-9, Memorandum, McLean, July 20, 1897.)
s4 PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 201, 159135, Sifton to Laurier, November 19,1914; DIA Records,
vol. 3635, file 6567, Pedley to Sifton, March 24,1904. The figures supplied by Frank Pedley
were as follows:
1897-98
1902-03
Increase
Cattle
15,767
21,291
5,524
Cleared and natural
pasturage (acres)
1,917,019
2,279,922
362,903
Cultivated and made
pasturage (acres)
16,703
32,557
15,854
Crops (staples) in
bushels
128,447
288,695
160,248
Increase in value of clearing,
cultivating, buildings,
$ 51,006.00 $ 140,678.00 $ 89,672.00
agricultural products, etc.
Increase in value Live Stock
& Poultry, Implements, real
property, General & Household
effects, Real & Personal
Property, Incomes
$6,339,600.67 $1 1,636,976.90 $5,297,376.23
55 On the history of the issue, see F. E. LaViolette, The Struggle for Survival: Indian Cultures
and the Protestant Ethic in British Columbia (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1973);
Robin Fisher, Contact and Conflict: Indian-European Relations in British Columbia.
1774-1890 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1977).
56 PAC, DIA Records, vol. 1121, pp. 399-400, Sifton to Governor General in Council, January
18. 1898.

See ibid., vol. 3825, files 6051 1-1 and 2, passim.
PAC, Sir Wilfrid Laurier Papers, vol. 248, 69214-20, Minto to Laurier, January 16, 1903;
69232-8, same, January 17,1903. Minto claimed that "there is a want in many cases of human
sympathy between the white administrator and the Indian," and suggested that "somewhat
narrow religious sentiments have not conduced to a sympathetic understanding of the Indian
races."
PAC, Minto Papers, vol. 6,30-6, F. Pedley to Laurier, January 30, 1903 (quoting Graham).
Minto's sympathy with the Indians reveals considerable innocence about the importance
of the dance in Indian life; he saw it simply as a continuing pleasant tradition, in the same
way that the Scots wore kilts and played highland games. (PAC, Laurier Papers, vol. 252,
70325-9, Minto to Laurier, February 17, 1903.) Perhaps important was the comment of
Comptroller F. White of the North-West Mounted Police that "the objection to Indian
dances has changed from the atrocities practiced by the Indians, to the evil influences of the
whites and Half breeds who attend the dances and corrupt the poor Indian." (Minto Papers,
vol. 29, 38, White to Minto, May 25, 1903.)
Debates, 1898, cols. 5661-2, 6960-5, May 17, 1898.
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 1125, pp. 550-1, McLean to Deputy Superintendent General,
July 25, 1902.
After firing one Indian Agent for drunkenness, Sifton commented, "I can see no use whatever
in endeavouring to elevate the moral tone of the Indian race and sending drunken officials
to carry on the work." PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 243, p. 528, Sifton to Rev. John kfcDougall,
May 14, 1901.
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 1124, pp. 507-8, McLean to J. Girard, M.P., March 2, 1901.
PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 264, pp. 172-3, Sifton to Rev. J. W. Lawrence, December 10,1897.
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 1121, pp. 511-3, J . D. McLean to A. E. Forget, March 8, 1898. A
very useful survey is G. Graham-Cumming, "Health of the Original Canadians, 1867-1967,"
Medical Services Journal, Canada, vol. XXIII, February 1967, pp. 115-66. This article
serves to update the basic study by C. R. Maundrell, "Indian Health, 1867-1940," M.A.
thesis, Queen's University, 1941.
PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 102,80470-3, G. A. Kennedy, M.D., to Sifton, January 14, 1901.
This is substantially confirmed by G. Graham-Cumming, op. cit., p. 134. Among the Crees
the mortality rate had been as high as 137 per 1000. Most of this was caused by tuberculosis.
By 1929the tuberculosis death rate had fallen to 8 per thousand, still twenty times the national
average; by 1967 it was less than 10 per 100,000, but still five times the national average.
One exception was A. S. Kendall, M.P. for Cape Breton, who angrily termed the low level of
expenditure "simply criminal," and commented that the $3,000 estimate for medical attendance in New Brunswick "would not provide them [the Indians] with coffins in the spring
of the year." Debates, 1902, cols. 3051, 3053, April 18, 1902.
Ibid., col. 3041, April 18,1902; PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 265, pp. 4234, Sifton to Rev. John
Fraser, March 29, 1901. It should be pointed out that most doctors only supplemented their
incomes by being available as required by the Indians, and did not live on reserves.
Debates, 1902, col. 3040, April 18, 1902.
Ibid., 1903, col. 6329, July 9, 1903. A fairly long debate on aspects of the question is ibid.,
cols. 6326-52, 6408-9, July 9 and 10, 1903.
Ibid., 1904, cols. 6960-4, July 18, 1904; Sessional Papers, 1906, #27, pp. xx, 271-8; M.
Zaslow, The Opening of the Canadian North, 1870-1914(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,
1971), pp. 227-9; G. Graham-Cumrning, op. cit. pp. 124-5.
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 3635, file 6567, Pedley to Sifton, March 24, 1904. Pedley's figures
were as follows:
Decrease
12,155
Indians on the ration list
1890-9 1
1896-97
8,853
3,302
1902-03
5,928
2,925
Flour
1890-91
1,745,300 Ibs.
1896-97
1,286,100 Ibs.
459,200
295,050
1902-03
991.050 Ibs.
2,029,697 Ibs.
Beef
1890-9 1
1896-97
1,409,783 Ibs.
619,914
203,068
1902-03
1,206,715 Ibs.'
245,742 Ibs.
Bacon
1890-9 1
96,476
1896-97
149,266 Ibs.
13,379
135,887 Ibs.
1902-03
Ibid., D. C. Scott to Pedley, March 3, 1904.
Ibid., vol. 119, pp. 616-8, Hayter Reed to Sifton, December 23,1896. According to the Act,
"Indian Lands" included any reserve, or portion of a reserve, surrendered to the Crown,
generally to be sold or used for the benefit of the Indians. It also stated, "The expression
'Reserve' means any tract or tracts of land set aside by Treaty or otherwise for the use or
benefit of or granted to a particular Band of Indians, of which the legal title is in the Crown,
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and which remains a portion of the said Reserve and includes all the trees, wood, timber,
soil, stones, minerals, metals and other valuables thereon or therein." See also ibid., vol.
3875, file 90, 880-2, L. Vankoughnet to T. M. Daly, June 28, 1893.
See Stewart Raby, "Indian Land Surrenders in Southern Saskatchewan," The Canadian
Geographer, XVII, 1973, pp. 36-52. A case in point is the attitude of Frank Oliver before and
after the events of 1885; see W. S. Waddell, "The Honorable Frank Oliver," M.A. thesis,
University of Alberta, 1950, pp. 58-62, 107-8, 133 n. 101.
PAC, Sifton Papers, vol. 264, pp. 87-8, Sifton to Oliver, August 5,1897. It should be noted
that when Sifton went to Ottawa in 1896 he apparently assumed that Indian lands could
readily be appropriated by departmental order. It was only after his officials pointed out
the difficulties to him, and the Department of Justice ruled in favour of the Indians, that
Sifton took the line of adhering to'the law. This did not, of course, prevent him from trying
to persuade the Indians to agree to certain surrenders, in which respect he was somewhat
more aggressive than his Conservative predecessors. I am grateful for these comments to
Dr. John Tobias of Red Deer College, who also generously permitted me to examine some
of the work he has done for the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians.
Debates, 1904, cols. 6952-3, July 18, 1904; see also 1903, cols. 6410-5, July 10, 1903.
PAC, Sifton Papers, loc. cit.; DIA Records, vol. 1125, pp. 124-9, J. D. McLean to Sifton,
August 13, 1901. On the concept "of the reserve as a thing to be handed down inviolate and
in trust," see S. Raby, "Indian Land Surrenders," p. 46.
Ibid., pp. 42, 44; PAC, DIA Records, vol. 4015, file 273023, vol. 1, passim.; and see T. D.
Regehr, The Canadian Northern Railway: Pioneer Road of the Northern Prairies 1895-1918
(Toronto: Macmillan, 1976), pp. 1724.
PAC, DIA Records, vol. 3730, file 26306-1.
Ibid., vol. 3571, file 130-18.
Ibid., vol. 3571, file 130-19. This experience probably contributed to later Blood intransigence on land sales from the reserve; see ibid., vol. 1547, Deputy Superintendent General to
W. J. Hvde. August 9. 1911.
The quotation iH from Premier J . H. Turner in a letter to J. A. J . McKenna, September 22,
1897, in ibid., vol. 3688, file 13886-2.
The extensive files on this issue are in ibid., vols. 3688-90, files 13886-1 to 13886-4; see also
Debates, 1899, cols. 5703-9, June 22, 1899.
S. Raby, "Indian Land Surrenders," passim.
Ibid., pp. 49-50; and Raby, "Indian Treaty No. 5," pp. 111-2.
See Canada, Indian Treaties and Surrenders, 3 vols. [Ottawa, 1891 and 19121 (Toronto:
Coles, 1971 reprint).
Debates, 1909-10, p. 784, December 1, 1909. The money accrued from sales was $2,156,020.
In addition some 1020 islands were sold, including 242 islets in Georgian Bay judged to be
almost valueless; the sales of all islands realized $74,353.
See the comments of R. L. Borden and G. E. Foster in ibid., 1906, pp. 719-20, March 27,
1906; also pp. 948-9, 951.
The only change was an amendment in 1898 permitting Justices of the Peace to certify the
validity of land surrenders. There seems to have been no serious thought given to introducing
the contemporary American allotment system, intended to speed assimilation. See S. Raby,
"Indian Land Surrenders," p. 37.
PAC. DIA Records. vol. 3848. file 75235-1. McKenna to Sifton. Aoril 17. 1898.
PAC; Minto ~a~ers,'letterbook
(mfm), vol. IV, p. 300, Minto to ~ t dol.
. F. white, February
23, 1904.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL ASSESSMENT
OF GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMES
TO ENCOURAGE ALBERTA'S
FOREIGN TRADE
Adenihun 0 . Ajao, University of Alberta
Brenton M. Barr, University of Calgary
ABSTRACT. In view of the importance attached to development of foreign markets by the
Alberta and Canadian governments, a need exists to measure and evaluate the effectiveness
of related government programmes. Because this need has not been met for Alberta in the
existing literature, the present study tests the influence of government assistance on the exportorientation of sixty Alberta firms and identifies where new incentives are needed to encourage
Alberta producers to expand and diversify their export markets.
Based on information obtained from open-ended questionnaires and personal interviews
with business executives, the authors evaluate hypotheses pertaining to the relationship between
government export services and the degree of a firm's export-orientation, and between the
relative perceived merits of federal and provincial programmes.
Government programmes and policies are seen to have severe shortcomings despite their
ability to reduce the obstacles facing export ventures. Business executives do not show an unequivocal acceptance of government export assistance. The Alberta and Canadian governments
should improve the design and implementation of policies and programmes in order better to
accommodate the export-orientation and export needs of firms. Business should encourage
government programmes designed to help it expand the volume and range of export sales and
to diversify the mix of export markets.
RESUME
Si on considbre I'importance que les gouvernements du Canada et de I'Alberta attachent
au dCveloppement de marches extCrieurs, il est nkcessaire de pouvoir Cvaluer et mesurer
l'efficacitt des programmes gouvernementaux qui s'y rapportent. Comme il n'existe rien, dans
la documentation actuelle, qui ait rapport A cette nCcessit6, en ce qui concerne ]'Alberta, 1'Ctude
que voici Cvalue I'influence de I'aide gouvernementale sur Porientation vers l'exportation de
soixante firmes de PAlberta et identifie des domaines ou des stimulants sont nCcessaires pour
encourager les producteurs de I'Alberta B agrandir et A diversifier leurs marchCs d'exportation.
Se basant sur des renseignements obtenus aux moyens de questionnaires et d'entrevues
personnelles avec des directeurs d'entreprise, les auteurs Cvaluent des hypothkses qui ont rapport
ti la relation entre les services d'exportation du gouvernement et I'importance apportCe par les
firmes A I'exportation; dans cette Ctude, ils Cvaluent aussi les merites relatifs perGus des programmes fCd6raux et provinciaux.
Les programmes et les politiques du gouvernement se montrent trks imparfaits malgrk leur
capacitt B rCduire les obstacles auxquels les entreprises d'exportation font face. Les chefs d'entreprlse n'acceptent pas sans equivoque I'aide ti I'exportation du gouvernement. Les gouvernements
de I'Alberta et du Canada devraient amtliorer la forme et la mise en place de politiques et de
programmes afin de mieux accommoder Porientation vers I'exportation et les besoins des firmes
exportatrices. Les milieux d'affaires devraient encourager les programmes gouvernementaux
crkCs pour les aider B Ctendre le volume et Eventail des ventes B I'Ctranger, et a diversifier les
marches d'exportation.

INTRODUCTION
Foreign trade has always been important to the Prairie economy
(Caves and Holton, 1961) of Canada; along with the agricultural and
industrial sectors, the export sector plays a vital role in determining
the rate and structural pattern of the region's economic development.
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Nevertheless, the prairie provinces still portray a strong image as being
primarily producers and exporters of raw-materials despite the significant changes that are in fact occurring in the structure of their
economies. In Alberta, an explicit policy objective of the provincial
government has been to achieve a greater diversification of export
markets by encouraging the business community to devote more
effort to opportunities outside North America.'
In view of the importance attached to development of foreign
markets by the Alberta government, a need exists to measure and
evaluate the effectiveness of related government programmes. Although the present paper is confined to analysis of firms in Alberta,
its findings also appear relevant to exporters in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba.
PREVIOUS STUDIES
Analyses of government programmes to promote economic
development have largely been concerned with government influence
on industrial development and regional economic growth rather than
with the ability of government programmes to foster export sales and
penetration of foreign markets. The literature on the former subjects
is not extensive and that on the effectiveness of export programmes
is miniscule (see, for example, Careless, 1977) although business
oriented literature is replete with case items on the role of particular
government achievements in fostering and assisting specific sales
abroad. General studies of the influence of government are lacking
(with the notable exception of Abdel-Malek's (1974) treatise examining the reaction of selected manufacturers to a broad range of government incentive schemes). Investigation of the influence of governmentsponsored export promotion on the private sector is in its infancy
and lacks a theoretical base for predictions of effectiveness.
Alberta studies related to economic growth and diversification
have primarily been concerned with describing and analyzing the
influence of petroleum on the provincial economy (Alberta, 1975).
Attempts by the Alberta government to diversify the export sector
of the provincial economy are recent and are only beginning to draw
analytical interest (Ajao, 1977). Nevertheless, many empirical studies
conducted ofi Alberta relate to the important role which exports and
foreign markets play in the provincial economy, and imply a need
for diversification of the provincial economic base. Caves and Holton
(1961), for example, calculated an employment multiplier of 2.71 in
which every 100 jobs associated with the extraction of oil and gas
(two important provincial export commodities) generated 271 jobs
in other sectors of the economy. Hanson (1966) observed that the
level of employment in Alberta almost doubled between 1946 and
1961 due to the growth of the petroleum industry, and Wright (1966)
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noted that the oil and gas industry accounted for 52 percent of the
province's visible exports. The existing literature, however, shows that
few investigations have dealt with the effects of various provincial
growth processes on the development of government policy in Alberta;
the influence of the export sector on government policy has been
studied, however, at a national scale. Given that the export sector
also has a major role to play in provincial (regional) economic development, the relationship of exports to growth strategies of both the
Federal and Alberta governments needs to be analyzed.
PURPOSE
This study examines the effectiveness of major export-support
programmes of the Federal and Alberta governments, and tests the
influence of government assistance on the export-orientation of
sample firms. Alberta's exports between 1971 and 1975 (Trade of
Canada: Exports) suggest that no extensive economic diversification
has yet taken place despite programmes and policies established by
the various levels of government and despite, for example, the explicit
objective of the Alberta government to obtain more numerous and
wider export markets as a means of promoting economic growth in
the province. Thus, given that exports have been recognized as a major
avenue for economic development (Emery, 1967; Kuznets, 1965)
the following questions need to be asked: (1) how do government
programmes foster and help sustain momentum in the export sector?
(2) what incentives are required to persuade Alberta producers to
seek new export markets at least as significant as their present U.S.
markets?
FEDERAL PROGRAMMES
All Federal incentive and assistance measures may be viewed as
export subsidies, and unlike more direct export subsidies, they are
accepted by foreign nations as a normal part of a country's export
programme; all the programmes at least partially aim at creating
among Canadian producers, particularly among manufacturers, a
greater awareness of export markets and the need to increase aggressive Canadian sales efforts abroad. Government-assisted credit and
insurance arrangements, for example, help to remove some of the
obstacles preventing Canadian producers from improving their export
performance.
The quantitative impact of government measures could, however, be more clearly ascertained if data on the number of Alberta
companies using them were available from the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce. Nevertheless, personal interviews with
representatives of selected firms reveal many effects of government
programmes on the business community.
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ALBERTA PROGRAMMES
Incentive programmes in Alberta were virtually non-existent
until 1971. The roots of a policy for Alberta were contained in the
platform that the Progressive Conservative Party presented to the
electorate in 1971 and in subsequent speeches by Premier Lougheed.2
Their election was interpreted by the new Conservative government
as a mandate to implement the policies contained in that platform.
The government realized essentially that the sale of depleting resources
is not sufficient to assure continued prosperity for Alberta.
Some experts believe that conventional oil resources and reserves
are expected to become exhausted in the 1980's. On the other hand,
the agricultural prosperity of the province still depends upon annual
grain buying by foreign countries. National comparisons show that
the province of Alberta lags behind the more populous Canadian
provinces in terms of economic prosperity based on manufacturing.
Of the total value of production of manufacturing industry in Canada
("Value of Shipment of Goods of Own Manufacture" for 1970),
Ontario has 51%, Quebec has 28%, British Columbia has 8% but
Alberta has only 4%.3To help narrow this disparity, the Alberta government has adopted the basic goal of diversifying the provincial
economy by making it less dependent on the sale of unprocessed nonrenewable resources, and the four supplementary goals of creating
a balanced economy through decentralization of economic activities
to smaller centres, increasing the number of small businesses controlled by Albertans, upgrading man-power to create higher productivity, greater income, and more job satisfaction, and making fuller
use of petrochemical feedstocks, the recreational potential of the
Eastern slopes, and Alberta's geographical location relative to northern development. These goals have been developed into an Industrial
Strategy, containing thirteen major points,4 many of which have a
direct bearing on exports.
Despite some long-term obstacles,5 implementation of the
Alberta Industrial Strategy is under way and economic growth is
promoted by various government departments (mainly the Departments of Agriculture and Business Development and Tourism).
ALBERTA EXPORTERS
To assess the effectiveness of government export assistance
among Alberta industries, the authors selected ten industries to
provide a cross-section of the Albertan manufacturing and nonmanufacturing sectors with a wide range of export experiences. These
industries included firms in agriculture, food and beverages, mines,
textiles and clothing, metal fabrication and machinery, constr'uction,'
transportation, finance, miscellaneous manufacturing, and services.6
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A random sample of firms was drawn from each industry. Sixty
Canadian-owned companies were evaluated.7 A personal interview
method based on a questionnaire containing open-ended questions
about the firm's export operations and experiences was employed.
Because the key participants in export decisions were recognized to
be among members of the firm's top management, a personal interview
was planned with the chief executive officer in charge of exports for
each firm. Responses consistent with the firm's policies were sought.
In big and diversified firms, an attempt was made to obtain responses
from more than one chief executive so as to obtain a more balanced
perspective of the firm's export operations. Each interview lasted
between forty-five minutes and one hour and thirty minutes.
Table 1 lists respondent firms according to their industrial category.
TABLE 1
INDUSTRIAL CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENT FIRMS
Industry

Number of Firms

Agriculture
Construction
Service Industries
Food and Beverage
Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Mines (including drilling, etc.)
Metal Fabricating and Machinery
Textile and Clothing
Transportation
Finance
Total

60

PROGRAMME EVALUATION
The following two hypotheses were formulated to test the influence of government policies and programmes on export performance
and export-orientation:
(I) The greater the awareness of the availability of government
export services and the more favourably these services are viewed,
the higher the probability that the firm will increase its export-orientation;
(2) The Federal government export services are used more than
the export services provided by the Alberta government.
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Data to evaluate these hypotheses were obtained in the form of
responses by executives to the following questions: Has the present
provincial government's incentive programme to diversify Alberta's
economy prompted you to find market outlets abroad? (if the answer
is "NO," please state the reasons); To what extent do you consult with
the Federal Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce?
The respondents were also asked to state if they, at any time while
exporting, used any of the financial programmes (with the exception
of the Alberta Export Agency) directly or indirectly related to exports.8
The responses to these questions indicate a generally unfavourable assessment of the policies and programmes of the Alberta government although eleven companies reported that the policies did prompt
them to find market outlets abroad (Table 2). This response indicates
management's recognition of the need to realize potential exporting
opportunities inherent in the wide range of relationships of provincial
agencies dealing with economic development and international trade.
A chi-square test was applied to ascertain the difference between
the size of the company and its reliance on Alberta government policy;
smaller companies were prompted to export as a result of the government's policy (X2 - 6.5, df. = 2, a = 0.05).
Negative responses included statements that government policies
do not apply, that companies are too "big" to seek government help,

TABLE 2
ASSESSMENT O F PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT POLICY
Responding Firms
% of Total
Number of Firms
Alberta government policy
Not effective in motivating exports
Effective in motivating exports
Total

49
11

82
18

60

100

6
7
23
24

10
12
38
40

60

100

Reasons (Associated with negative responses)
"Too big for the government"
Government in competition
Policies do not apply
No comment
Total
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and that some of the policies are in competition with the companies'
operations. The former Alberta Export Agency (AEA) received the
most criticisms, but the companies were reluctant to divulge any
information about dealings with the Agency. The criticisms were
centered not so much on the need for such an agency but on the
agency's method of operations. Although the companies lacked detailed information on the running of the agency, the majority of those
interviewed believed that the agency was biased towards the agriculture industry. On the other hand, executives in a large number of the
companies in the agricultural sector felt that the agency spent most
of its time conducting expensive trade missions and returning with
meagre contracts.
Although the interviewer initially sought to compare the provincial government programmes with those of the Federal government,
comparison proved almost impossible because the executives demonstrated an interest only in the Federal programmes and very few executives had made use of the provincial government programmes or
appeared to have any knowledge of them. Nearly 70% of the companies have consulted regularly or extensively with the Department
of Industry, Trade and Commerce which administers all the Federal
programmes outlined in Table 3 (except CIDA). Between 25% and
35% of the companies have made use of the four most important
Federal government export services-CIDA, EDC, PEMB, and P P P
(Table 3); two to eighteen percent of the companies have made use
of the other programmes not directly related to exports. Nevertheless,
several respondents felt dissatisfied with the department which they
judged to be biased towards Eastern Canada. Similarly, nearly all
the respondents felt that the services provided by the Canadian Trade
Commissioners were too general.
In order to test the two hypotheses formulated, the characteristics
of export-orientation were correlated with the two governments'
policies and the frequency of use of the programmes. No direct relationship could be established between the awareness of government
programmes and characteristics of export-orientation, but a few significant relationships were found between individual export-orientation characteristics and particular individual government programmes.
The results of the chi-square test are given in Table 4.
Of the variables associated with the role of exports, only those
of survival, importance, and contribution were found to be significantly correlated with specific government programmes. In terms of
survival, those respondents who considered imports to be of crucial
importance to the survival of their companies used the Export Development Corporation more than the respondents who considered
exports to be of no importance to the survival of their companies. In
terms of the importance of exports, those respondents who reported
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TABLE 3
RESPONDENTS' USE O F FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMES

Number
of Users
(A)

Consultation with the Federal
Department of Industry, Trade
and Commerce
Never
Occasionally
Regularly
Extensively

(B)

Federal and Alberta
Government Programmes
Agriculture and Food Products
Market Development Assist.
Programme (MDAP)
Alberta Agricultural Development
Corporation (AADC)
Alberta Export Agency (AEA)
(includes nonfinancial services)
Alberta Opportunity Co. (AOC)
Canadian Commercial Corp. (CCC)
Canadian Development Corp. (CDC)
Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA)
Defense Industry Productivity
(DIPP)
Export Development Corp. (EDC)
General Adjustment Assistance
Programme (GAAP)
Industrial Design Assistance
Programme (IDAP)
Industrial Development Bank (IDB)
Industrial Research Assistance
Programme (IRAP)
Machinery Programme (MACH)
Programme for Advancement of
Industrial Technology (PAIT)
Programme for Export Market
Development (PEMD)
Programme to Enhance Productivity
(PEP)
Promotional Projects Programme
(PPP)
Small Business Loans Programme
Treasury Branches

% of Total
Number of Firms
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an increase in the importance of exports relative to their sources of
revenue consulted more with the Department of Industry, Trade
and Commerce and participated more in the Department's Promotional Projects Programme (PPP) than the respondents who reported
no increasing importance of exports. Similarly, the respondents who
reported substantial contribution of exports to their sales, image and
profit used the EDC and PEMB more than those respondents who
reported little or no contribution of exports to individual aspects of
sales, image and profit.
The observations on the relation of exports to government programmes indicate that firms with positive views and policies on the
role of exports have a greater export-orientation (at least in terms
of seeking government help).
Data in Table 4 also shows that use of "type of ownership" as
the independent variable discloses a few significant response differences between private and public companies. For example, public
companies utilize government export services (CIDA, EDC) more
than private companies (export orientation of public companies has

TABLE 4
RESPONSE DIFFERENCES CONCERNING THE USE O F
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMMES

Export-Orientation
Characteristics
Role of Exports
Survival
Importance
Contribution
Type of Ownership

~

Methods of Obtaining Leads
Canadian Trade Commissioners
Constraints
High Cost
Information
Previous export experience

Government
Programmes

X2

df

a

EDC
6.3
20.6
ITC
6.2
PPP
9.1
EDC
PEMB 11.7

1
8
1
4
4

.04
.O 1
.05
.05
.O 1

(i) CIDA
(ii) EDC

3.5
3.9

1
I

.05
.05

(i) PPP
(ii) PEMB

5.8
6.1

1
1

.01
.01

EDC
AEA
(i) EDC
(ii) P P P

3.9
5.8
9.1
9.4

1
1

.05
.O 1
.OO
.OO

(i)
(ii)
(i)
(ii)

1
I
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been shown t o be higher than that of the private companies (Ajao,
1977, pp. 72-85). The direct relationship between government export
services and the Canadian Trade Commissioners is illustrated by the
fact that between 42% and 52% of the companies which received their
leads and contacts from the commissioners also made use of two
important Federal government export programmes, P P P and PEMB.
A significant relationship also exists between the export constraints of high cost, lack of information, and lack of previous trade
experience and the use of export services (Table 4). Furthermore,
between 83% and 92% of the companies experiencing these constraints
have made no attempt to seek any of the key government programmes
most likely t o alleviate these obstacles.
The foregoing analysis of responses might tempt one to condemn
government policies and export services for failing to provide adequate
support to export endeavours but the executives' appraisals analyzed
here have been largely subjective and have been influenced by their
own expectations. Many of the respondents expected government
policies to be geared to serve export goals consistently. Some of the
programmes and policies, however, contain multiple objectives with
goals which often conflict with export growth. Despite their shortcomings, however, these programmes appear to have the overall effect
of reducing the many obstacles affecting entrepreneurs' ability to
improve their export performance. Nevertheless, many of the various
opinions expressed by the executives interviewed are not totally
unreasonable or unjustifiable.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The present study analysing the effect of both the Alberta and
the Federal government programmes on the level of export-orientation in Alberta industry demonstrates that firms have not yet shown
an unequivocal acceptance of the assistance available from the Alberta
and the Federal governments.

Alberta Government
Although an explicit policy of the Alberta government has been
to achieve a greater diversification and expansion of Alberta's export
markets for manufactured goods, the provisional government is still
relatively new to the task of aggressively confronting the international
market, and most of its programmes have been experimental in nature.
The former Alberta Export Agency is a case in point. If Alberta wants
to capture foreign markets for its petrochemical products or simply
to diversify its export markets, a central organization or agency
devoted solely to seeking export contracts and sales seems to be
needed; in view of the fact that the former Alberta Export Agency
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received such an unfavourable assessment, another agency of its type
is unlikely to be supported at present. Because many Albertan companies, however, tend to be diffident about aggressively selling in
foreign markets, the most appropriate and feasible alternative to
establishment of an organization resembling the Alberta Export
Agency might be the establishment of Albertan (or Canadian) trading
companies or export consortia which would share the high costs of
international trade and risks, apply professional selling techniques,
and present a common front for Albertan goods and engineering
services in foreign markets. Canada as a whole seems to lag behind
other industrial countries (e.g. Japan) in this field, although a few
Canadian groups such as Alcan Trading are active. Findings reported
elsewhere (Ajao, 1977, Chapter 5) confirm the importance of organizational structure to the level of firms' export-orientation. Such observations suggest the need for a more thorough appraisal on the part
of the provincial government of the suitability of Alberta firms for
participation in export markets.

Federal Government
Although many executives are aware of the potential for exploiting export opportunities inherent in many programmes of the
Federal government, the study's findings have several important
implications for that government also. The most obvious of these
relates to the executives' unfavourable overall assessment of Federal
programmes. These criticisms suggest the need for an improvement
in the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce's information
and market intelligence functions. That Department should present
its intelligence function in a more attractive and meaningful fashion
to create interest, and its provincial office should play a more promotional role than it has in the past. In addition, the Department must
continue to strengthen its corps of trade commissioners abroad, especially in Pacific Rim markets, by making them more business
oriented and able to cope effectively with coordinating market development and intelligence efforts. Lastly, the Department must attempt
to dispel the image held by the majority of the firms interviewed that
the Department is biased towards firms in Eastern Canada. Thus
both levels of government need to ascertain the level of export-orientation in different industries before designing and instituting programmes that specifically relate to exports.
THE FUTURE AND DIVERSIFICATION O F
ALBERTA'S EXPORT MARKETS
The major implication of this study for future Albertan export
trade and economic development relates to export market diversifica-
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tion. Significant diversification likely will remain a challenging longterm go.al. Diversification is unlikely to materialize unless it is induced
and promoted effectively. Whilst business prospects continue to be
good in Alberta, businessmen are inclined to be complacent and to be
heavily dependent on one foreign market (the U.S.A.). The consequence of such a dependence is future vulnerability to market changes,
to retaliatory measures such as tariffs and quotas, and to takeovers
arising from the push toward rationalization and integration of
manufacturing.
In light of the responses received from the companies surveyed,
the Alberta producer has so far suffered very little from these types
of vulnerability. Even when affected, the producer has accepted
market changes because they seemed inevitable and the Canadian
government seemed able to alleviate problems. everth he less, as the
province's policy makers encourage the development of an industrial
base related to the non-renewable resources of oil and gas, the businessman in Alberta should be asking how possible future vulnerability,
in terms of dependence on one foreign market and one presently
prosperous domestic market, might be reduced. The answer, derived
from issues discussed in this paper, clearly is to diversify product
mix, to seek additional overseas markets, and to pressure the Alberta
government to provide effective incentives encouraging greater participation in these markets.

1

2

3
4
5
6

7

8

FOOTNOTES
From "Excerpts from State of the Province Address" by Peter Lougheed, Premier of Alberta.
October 25, 1972. Office of the Premier.
Recent pronouncement on the subject from Alberta's Business Development and Tourism
Minister, Bob Dowling, in The Calgary Herald, Saturday, December 4, 1976, pp. 31.
"Alberta's Industrial Strategy." Speech by Premier Lougheed to the Calgary Chamber of
Commerce. September 6, 1974.
Canada Yearbook, 1973 (Ottawa: Information Canada), p. 723.
"Alberta's Industrial Strategy." Speech by Premier Lougheed to the Calgary Chamber of
Commerce. September 6, 1974.
Discussed in, The Financial Post, "Report on Midwestern Canada." June 30, 1973. p. M-6.
Miscellaneous manufacturing industries include: petroleum products, chemicals, fertilizers
and materials, electrical products. Services include: earth science data processing, pipeline
engineering consulting, transportation consulting and engineering consulting.
The names of these companies are listed in Ajao (1977), p. 137. Canadian-owned rather than
foreign-owned firms were selected to reduce the possibility of other governments' policies
affecting the export attitudes and behaviour evaluated in this paper.
The large number of firms shown in Table 2 as having used the facilities of the Alberta Export
Agency (AEA) is misleading: although financial assistance by the AEA to individual firms
cannot be documented, only firms in the agricultural sector are commonly regarded as having
received assistance; firms in the agricultural sector comprise approximately 20% of the firms
consulted in this study although-approximately 50% of the total firms c-onsulted reported
making use of the AEA. The authors conclude from comments made by numerous executives
that most of the contacts by business with the AEA came in the form of seeking information
or advice and that the service rendered to Alberta business by the AEA was deemed unsatisfactory by the majority of respondents.
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THE 1884 FINANCIAL SCANDALS
AND ESTABLISHMENT OF
BUSINESS GOVERNMENT
IN WINNIPEG*
David Spector
Winnipeg, Manitoba
ABSTRACT. Little attention has been focussed on the urbanization process on the prairies
during the 1880s in general and the development of administrative techniques for municipal
government conducive to urban growth in particular. However, the 1880s were important years
in the development of styles of prairie urban administration which contributed to sound urban
expansion. This is particularly true of Winnipeg where business-like government-was established after several years of chaotic administration. This paper deals with the development
in Winnipeg of a style of government which was necessary in all prairie centres if the objective
of orderly urban growth was to be realized. Business government embraced the principles of
efficient bookkeeping, limited services, and low taxes.
RESUME
On a prett peu d'attention au cours des anntes 1880 au processus d'urbanisationdes prairies
et plus particulitrement au dtveloppement de techniques administrative de gestion municipale
facilitant la croissance urbaine. Quoiqu'il en soit, les annbes 1880 furent importantes dans le
dbveloppement de nouvelles techniques d'administration urbaine de la prairie. Ces techniques
contribukrent B maitriser l'expansion urbaine. C'est particulikrement le cas de Winnipeg, oh
une administration municipale digne de ce nom, s'btablit aprks plusieurs anntes d'un rtgime
chaotique. Ce travail aborde le dtveloppement, B Winnipeg, d'un style d'administration rendu
ntcessaire dans tous les centres urbains de la prairie pour atteindre une croissance urbaine
cohtrente. La municipalitt dtcida de tenir une comptabilitb r,igoureuse, de limiter les services
municipaux et de lever de faibles imp&.

During the late nineteenth century, Canadian businessmen laid
the foundations for orderly and efficient municipal administration
in the burgeoning prairie cities. In Winnipeg, an 1881-82 land "boom"
associated with the arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railroad had
placed distillers and land speculators in positions of control over city
affairs. The end of the boom and the recession that followed proved
their undoing. Accustomed only to euphoric growth, these individuals
were completely unwilling to implement policies of financial restraint
and sound administration during the brief 1883 downturn and the
1884 advance to slow but steady expansion. Discredited by a series
of financial scandals, few of the incumbents secured re-election in
1884. Nominated by the Board of Trade, a "Citizen's Ticket" took the
reins of municipal power and ushered in a new era of reform and
monetary responsibility.
The civic administration that was the object of much controversy
*This study has profited from a number of suggestions proffered by my colleague and friend,
Randy R. Rostecki.
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was dominated by liquor manufacturers and sellers. Five of Winnipeg's twelve aldermen represented the liquor trade and chaired key
committees including, Finance, Public Works, and Fire, Water and
Light. The most influential member of this group was George M.
Wilson, Chairman of the Finance Committee. Owner and operator
of a Main Street saloon, Wilson was the leading figure to be implicated
in the city's bankruptcy as well as in the 1884 Sinking Fund scandal.
Of lesser notoriety were Stuart Mulvey, Public Works Chairman, and
Edward Drewry, Chairman of the Fire, Water and Light Committee.
Proprietors of breweries, both aldermen remained conspicuously
silent when their colleague was charged with irregularities. Other
groups sat on the 1884 city council but they played only a secondary
role in the city's affairs. The commercial trade consisting of merchants
and salesmen had two of their numbers chairing minor portfolios.
Two members of the professions, William F. McCreary and George
Ham, a lawyer and a registrar respectively, presided over the Property
and Licence, and Police Committees. The mayor, Alexander Logan,
a merchant, did not exercise leadership; he preferred to act as a moderator in council and committee meetings. The liquor interests in general
and George M. Wilson in particular set the style for municipal administration in 1884.1
The city's bankruptcy in 1884 brought about the first major cause
for public concern. The city's financial distress was revealed at a
council meeting in February. One of the aldermen had simply asked
George Wilson whether council possessed sufficient funds to pay
$7000 to a sewer contractor. Subsequent questioning provided evidence that the council "had not $15,000 or $20,000 at the outside,
. . . not even $5000 on which it could draw on." The city's bankruptcy
became a concrete reality when the Finance Committee decided "to
recommend that the City Solicitor be instructed to prepare a by-law
to raise by debentures $500,000; though it was admitted that a larger
amount would be required."2
The city's financial problems stemmed from a number of causes.
To begin with, there was irregular bookkeeping on the city's part.
A week before the bankruptcy had been revealed the city's accounting
practices had been the subject of controversy. The auditors had experienced delays in beginning their work because ledgers had been so
poorly kept that the City Chamberlain "had not seen fit to hand
them over; And that they would have to be rewritten before being
handed over."3 A motion had been passed requiring council to forward
the books unaltered to the auditors, but nothing was done regarding
improvements in city bookkeeping procedures. The system of Ward
Appropriations encouraged dubious expenditures on public works
projects. Each of Winnipeg's wards had funds set aside for local improvements, and the two aldermen in each ward decided what projects
were to be undertaken. The approval of the Board of Works or city
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council was not required and the dangers inherent in the system were
obvious. Aldermen could spend civic funds extravagantly on local
improvements to ensure their re-election. The 1884 city council took
no steps to abolish this practice. The above average salaries that council paid its appointed officials was yet another factor that contributed
to the city's economic distress. Only in this area did the city attempt
to effect some measure of financial relief to ratepayers.4
The Sinking Fund controversy was the second major scandal
to rock the 1884 Council. Essentially the Sinking Fund was a sum of
money set aside by the city to be invested safely and the interest was
to be used for payments on the city's debentures. Prior to 1884, the
administration of the fund was conducted outside the perimeters of
any legally binding statute since the 1873 City of Winnipeg Act made
no mention of it. In 1884, however, a new City of Winnipeg Act
provided a legal framework for the Fund's administration. The most
important clause authorised three trustees to invest the Fund and to
prevent the withdrawal of any moneys without their consent.5 The
controversy surfaced when George M. Wilson illegally withdrew
money from the Sinking Fund for his own use and for that of the City
Solicitor. It became evident that other municipal officials were misappropriating moneys from the Sinking Fund by obtaining loans
based on dubious guarantees. The Sinking Fund was so poorly invested in 1884 that the following year examiners concluded that "every
investment of the Fund was more or less complicated or involved in
difficulty, requiring careful consideration of all circumstances connected with it for the interest of the City."6
The discovery of George M. Wilson's misdemeanours opened
the Sinking Fund's administration to public perusal. The scandal was
exposed in August, 1884, when it was discovered that the City Chamberlain, H. M. Drummond, had withdrawn $4000 at Wilson's request.
The sum was given to Wilson to hand over to the City Solicitor, E. M.
Wood, "for loans then passing through and that had been approved
by the trustees."7 The approval had been fabricated because the Board
of Commissioners had not given the City Chamberlain the power to
issue a $4000 cheque to the City Solicitor. Furthermore, the appropriate endorsements had not appeared on the cheque. Irregularities were
also evident in the document authorizing the disbursement. The date
on the document had been altered, signatures authorizing the award
had been pencilled in and the acknowledgement of the Finance Committee had been recorded under suspicious circumstances. The minute
book made no mention of any specific appropriation to E. M. Wood
except for the fact that Wood had applied for an unspecified sum
which had been granted. However, "this was interlined in a handwriting different from the body of the report, the latter being in the
hand of Mr. Drummond's clerk."8 As a result of the scandal surrounding these irregularities, Wilson was forced to resign his Finance Com-
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mittee chairmanship and his position on the Sinking Fund but he
retained his aldermanic seat.9
The illegal loan to E. M. Wood was certainly not Wilson's only
offence as a more blatant misuse of the Sinking Fund was soon to be
revealed. On September 9, 1884, Winnipeg's citizens were shocked
to learn of Wilson's arrest and temporary release on $15,000 bail. John
Osborne, the city's auditor, discovered that Wilson's wife had obtained
a $2500 loan in May, 1884, and that it had been procured fraudulently. Apparently Wilson had put up five West Winnipeg lots as
collateral for the loan but this same property had already been used
as security on an 1883 loan to a certain Hattie Post. Moreover no
documents had been prepared to legalize the loan to Wilson's wife
which in reality was money that had been "borrowed" by Wilson to
pay a debt he owed to E. M. Wood. Wilson was ultimately acquitted
when the Prosecution withdrew the charges for unknown reasons.10
Edward Martin Wood, Winnipeg's City Solicitor, was the second
prominent individual implicated in the Sinking Fund scandal. Wood's
bookkeeping constituted the key to his success in defrauding the city.
His procedure was simple-he did not keep separate sets of books for
the city's work and his private cases. To prepare a loan from the Sinking Fund, Wood wrote out the mortgage, located the title and drew up
the requisition for the amount. The city received no certificate of title
for the advance and the Finance Committee had no means of checking
disbursements without making special application for the documents.
Wood's most questionable practice was that he "deposited the city's
money to his own credit and did not keep a separate account of it. . . He
made no discrimination between the Sinking Fund and other
money."ll Since the city had no way of knowing the state of its Sinking
Fund, Wood had unlimited means of defrauding the city of thousands
of dollars. When his bookkeeping methods were revealed in August,
1884, he was suspended for "very improper and unprofessional conduct."12 He resigned a few days later. In the meantime, Wood had
committed numerous irregularities. There was, for example, the
Bernier mortgage handled by the Manitoba Investment company, a
firm which sometimes served as a middle man in Sinking Fund disbursements. The difficulty arose when the company paid the city
$2,282.87 on February 23, 1884. At Wood's request, the draft was
made payable to him personally rather than to the city. Wood cashed
the cheque, pocketed the funds, and refused to place the proceeds in
city coffers.13 Another irregularity involved D. E. Starr who held a
$1553 mortgage from the Sinking Fund and interest in arrears amounting to $1 120. Starr made two payments totalling $1 153 and $505 but
Wood requested that the second sum be made payable to the City
Solicitor. After completing his payments, Starr received a Discharge
of the Mortgage from Wood but he was unable to obtain the paid
mortgage. In this case, Wood embezzled $505.14 Wood was never made
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to fully account for his questionable practices. While the police were
searching for him in September, 1884, he quietly slipped into the
United States. A warrant for his arrest in connection with Wilson's
illegal Sinking Fund loan to his wife was issued on September 9, 1884
but Wood remained in hiding south of the border.l5
A number of investments from the Sinking Fund were incredibly
poor and were geared to lose money rather than realize a fair return.
Samuel C. Biggs, for example, a former MLA and provincial Minister
of Public Works and the City Solicitor's law partner, received a
$10,000 loan from the Sinking Fund. After failing to repay the principal and accumulating $1000 interest, Biggs asked for an additional
$20,000.16 His political connections served him well. Basing their
decision on Biggs' good faith and "fair dealing," the authorities advanced him the inoney.17 A loan to H. J. Clarke was an equally poor
investment. A lawyer and former Premier of Manitoba, Clarke received $12,000 although his collateral was worth perhaps $6000. In
1885, action had to be taken by the Sinking Fund trustees to recover
the money Clarke had borrowed.'* Undoubtedly the ultimate act
of folly lay in the $6000 award to M. B. Wood, the City Solicitor's
brother, a loan secured on a house of prostitution. The disbursement
was not only a poor one according to a correspondent to the Manitoba
Free Press, but M. B. Wood's surety no longer accumulated profits.
The house was described as "a disused, or non-productive property,
the windows and doors being boarded up."19 In early 1885, the authorities discovered that Wood had not met his mortgage payments. In an
editorial, the Free Press paraphrased the advice given by a provincial
Royal Commission investigating the 1884 Sinking Fund Scandal:
If the house were to be let to the same class of tenants again.. .
$100 a month could easily be obtained by the city.. .if the city
chooses to go into the prostitution business it can make money
out of it!20
City Council took little action to reform the operation of the
Sinking Fund. After Wilson had been forced to resign and Wood
had escaped to the United States, the council hoped to bide its time
until the scandal was forgotten. No administrative changes were made
in the Sinking Fund's operation.
The press pinned the blame for the financial irregularities squarely
on city council. The Free Press chided aldermen for their lack of vigilance over the city's finances. It called for the election of an honest man
to administer the city's affairs. The Winnipeg Daily Times echoed
similar sentiments. The weekly Winnipeg literary journal Siftings,
summed up the situation most succinctly when it declared:
The municipal council in this cit has become an unmitigated
nuisance. . .Just as a horse gives o f some subtle, immoral emanation which debases the moral character of many men who are two
[sic] much about him, so in like manner it appears that the atmos-
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phere of the civic council chamber of this city exhales some
invisible energy which ervades the person and destroys the mind.
Today the city counci of this cit is in such incarnate bad odor
that every honest nose averts itse f . . . The actions of some of our
civic representatives for months past have made the name of this
city infamous as far as men of such smallness can make the name
of anything infamous.21
Action by Winnipeg's ratepayers during the latter months of 1884
confirmed that they agreed with the press.
The contest for control of the 1885 city council became a race
between two groups-the Citizens' Ticket and the incumbents. The
Citizens' Ticket consisted of a slate of candidates nominated by the
Board of Trade and supported by the Free Press. On the other hand,
the incumbents were led by individuals prominent in the liquor trade
or implicated in the Sinking Fund scandal and they appealed to the
voters by labelling the Citizens' Ticket an undemocratic group of
businessmen. The opponents of the Citizens' Ticket were supported
by The Times and Siftings.
The two most prominent Board of Trade members, S. 0. Shorey
and R. J. Whitla played a key role in the creation of the Citizens'
Ticket. As Vice-president of the Board of Trade, Shorey called and
chaired the first meeting to discuss nominations and stated that it was
the duty of his group to awaken citizens to the necessity "of securing
good city government." The second meeting which was called for the
purpose of nominating candidates was also arranged and chaired by
Shorey. R. J. Whitla, a prominent wholesale and retail dry good merchant, influenced the nomination of the Citizens' Ticket by suggesting
that the ratepayers be offered a slate of "responsible, honest, and
capable men." Although Shorey had maintained that businessmen
should sacrifice a portion of their time to accepting aldermanic nominations and ensuring their election, he himself proved unwilling to
enter the civic contest.22 Whitla also refused to seek a seat. Instead,
Shorey, Whitla, and their colleagues nominated their clerks as candidates.
The mayoralty and aldermanic nominees put forward by the
Citizens' Ticket were an undistinguished lot. They were described by
The Times as "a lot of young fellows, who know no more about municipal government of a large and growing city than they do of campaigning in Egypt."23 The nominees were relatively unknown merchants
and professional people. The least known was their mayoralty candidate, Charles E. Hamilton. A political novice, Hamilton's only claim
to fame was that he was a junior law partner of James A. M. Aikins,
the Canadian Pacific Railroad's legal counsel in Western Canada.24
The Citizens' Ticket's approach to politics can be summed up as
business-oriented. The president of the Board of Trade, Kenneth
McKenzie, believed that since members of his organization "paid' the
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largest portion of the taxes" and therefore possessed the largest stake
in the community, it was only natural that they elect their own numbers
to office.25 The Commercial, the Board of Trade organ in Winnipeg,
carried the argument further by declaring that the commercial element
was best able to manage the city's affairs because it was successfully
managing its own. The Commercial cited financial management as
the businessman's forte.26 The proposals propounded by the Citizens'
Ticket were simple-honest government exercising tight control over
city finances.
The opponents of the Citizens' Ticket consisted of a collection
of individuals rather than a formal party. Dominant in their ranks
were persons implicated in the Sinking Fund scandal as well as liquor
manufacturers. This group's nominal leader and mayoralty candidate
was Elias G. Conklin a former Winnipeg mayor and MLA. Conklin,
a friend of E. M. Wood, had obtained a joint loan from the Sinking
Fund with the ex-City Solicitor and had proceedings taken against him
and his infamous colleague to foreclose the mortgage after both
individuals had conveniently forgotten to make their monthly payments.27 H. J. Clarke, Edward Drewry, and Stuart Mulvey complemented Conklin in his informal leadership role.
Other than attacking the Citizens' Ticket for its exclusiveness,
the old guard had little to offer to the electorate. In his appeal for
votes, Conklin simply stated that he would represent all groups in
Winnipeg society and not merely the Board of Trade. He offered no
policies whatever, merely "good government."28 The aldermanic
candidates had nothing else to add.
On December 9, 1884 the Free Press proudly announced that the
Citizens' Ticket had been victorious and that the corruptionists and
schemers had been beaten. Ten of the twelve aldermanic candidates
on the Citizens' Ticket had been elected and Charles Hamilton had
defeated Elias Conklin in the mayoralty race.29 Administrative
changes in the city's affairs were to come very slowly.
The 1885 city council was dominated by individuals engaged in
commercial trade. Four of Winnipeg's twelve aldermen were either
merchants or salesmen and three of them chaired the Finance, Public
Works and License and Police committees. These commercial elements were complimented by persons with professional backgrounds.
Five of Winnipeg's twelve aldermen fall into this latter category and
three of them chaired the Market, Fire, Water and Light, and Health
and Relief committees. Last came the mayor, Charles Edward Hamilton, a lawyer whose moral influence over the city's elected representatives far exceeded the authority he chose to exercise.30
After assuming office the new civic representatives immediately
took steps to overhaul the city's bookkeeping system. Their reforms
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fall into two areas-bringing the 1884 accounts up to date and modifying procedures so that financial irregularities of scandalous proportions would not occur again.
The new council acted swiftly to procure a complete financial
account for the previous year. The City Solicitor's office was the first
to come under their scrutiny. Two weeks after taking office the new
aldermen passed a resolution ordering the City Auditor to furnish a
complete statement for the above-mentioned department. A week
later, the Finance Committee was ordered to examine the operations
and transactions of the City Clerk's, City Treasurer's and the City
Auditor's offices. Aldermen took steps to have records in these departments brought up to date immediately.31 In April, the last stage in the
review was underway as Council authorized the City Clerk to compile
an inventory of all municipal properties to determine the status of the
city's title to each holding.32 The review was now complete. Mayor
Hamilton and his aldermanic colleagues possessed a clear picture of
the previous year's operations.
While these investigations were beingconducted, the new Council
introduced bookkeeping reforms. It decreed, for example, that civic
accounts for 1885 be entered in a separate book. This was a symbolic
step as it meant that irresponsibility had been replaced by accountability. Henceforth, no official was permitted to deposit civic funds into
his private account and all moneys were to be handed to the City
Treasurer. Aldermen also restricted the right to obtain supplies by
allowing committees to authorize only those orders on forms signed
by the City Auditor.33 Steps were taken to eliminate fraudulent practices by city employees. Henceforth, all civic employees endorsed
receipts "in full for all claims against the city when receiving their
salaries." Furthermore, all employees were required to sign a register
upon reporting to work each morning to ensure that officials on
municipal salaries performed their duties.34 These bookkeeping procedures enacted in the period January to March, 1885, constituted a
vast improvement over the haphazard methods of 1884. Business
government had arrived.
Business government rapidly became economical government.
The merchants, salesmen, and accountants elected to city council took
steps to operate the civic corporation in the same manner that they
operated their own or their employers' businesses. If reductions in
municipal spending caused any inconvenience to the public, the sacrifices were justified in view of the city's past bankruptcy. Reductions
were effected by policy changes, salary and wage roll-backs for municipal officials, and cutbacks in general spending.
Policy changes such as the abolition of Ward Appropriations and
the re-negotiation of the city's debentures constituted measures that
would save money for the city. G. F. Carruthers first proposed the
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abolition of Ward Appropriations at a Finance Committee meeting in
late January. He suggested that each public improvement should require "a report from the City Engineer and the sanction of the Board
of Works before being authorized."35 With the aid of H. S. Crotty,
Caruthers piloted his proposal through a city council meeting. The
new regulation went even further than Carruthers' initial suggestion.
In addition to obtaining approval from the City Engineer and Board
of Works, all proposed civic improvements required the approval of
city council. Aldermen made exception for the regular maintenance
of civic properties.36 Designed to cut public spending, the re-negotiation of the city's debentures served as a second useful reform. In
December, the Finance Committee recommended that the Province of
Manitoba amend the City of Winnipeg Act to permit the issuing of
city debentures for a 50 year maturation period instead of 30 years.
Once the enabling legislation was passed, a new series of 50 year
debentures would be issued resulting in a saving of $50,000 on interest
payments on the shorter term debentures.37 The postponement of
interest payments to a later date when a broader tax base existed, made
redemption easier. Winnipeg's ratepayers realized a considerable
saving as a result of these two reforms.
Salary and wage reductions were another step which the Citizens'
Ticket took to curtail municipal spending. Many municipal officials
and employees had their salaries cut to a level which considerably
reduced their standard of living. High-ranking officials bore the brunt
of the salary reductions: the City Clerk had his salary reduced from
$1800 to $1200, the City Auditor from $1800 to $1200, the Treasurer
from $1600 to $1200, the Tax Collector from $2800 to $1200, and the
City Engineer from $3000 to $1800. The largest reduction was experienced by the Assessment Commissioner who had his $4000 salary
lowered to $1200. Reductions also adversely affected lower paid
municipal employees. The police force was reduced in numbers and
the remaining constables received salary cuts. Winnipeg's Fire Brigade
was pared to 10 men from 15 and the average salary was rolled back
to $600 from a previous $720. Horse-drivers received the same reduction as the fire-fighters.38 In short, the city realized savings at the
expense of officials and employees.
City council made a number of reductions in general spending to
establish its goal of economical government. Aldermen made cuts in
"controllable expenditures," a term used to designate public works,
municipal services, and welfare. Reductions, however, were not
possible in "non-controllable expenditures" such as interest on
debentures (before the city asked the Manitoba Government to amend
the City of Winnipeg Act), and payments fixed by provincial statute.
By limiting expenditures in the "controllable area" the city spent
$67,315.41 less in 1885 than it had in 1884.39
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To implement the reductions, the city drastically pared services
such as police protection, public works, fire protection, garbage
removal, and relief to the destitute. Expenditures for police protection
were reduced from approximately $35,000 in 1884 to $20,000 in 1885.
Public works projects received slight cut-backs. Salaries for firefighters were rolled back to $19,600 from $33,401.49 the previous year,
thus limiting the brigade's ability to combat fires effectively. Scavenging or garbage collection was almost abolished as the city reduced
expenditures in this area to $1000 from $8500 in 1884. Hardest hit
perhaps were the city's destitute individuals. Council spent a mere
$1275 for relief for these unfortunate beings as compared to $3000
the previous year." The city curtailed its expenditures but essential
service had been cut drastically.
Winnipeg ratepayers experienced cut-backs in services by the
austerity-minded council. Responding to a request for street pavement
from central Winnipeg residents, the Public Works Committee replied
that the City would undertake no new commitments in 1885and would
complete only those projects contracted during the previous year.41
Sometimes citizens responded angrily to these reductions in services.
The lack of garbage removal led many residents to dump their refuse
in back lanes. Officials became concerned enough over the health
hazards posed by this practice that they suggested that scavenging be
reinstated, but they refused to agree to an extension of services.42
The administration of the Sinking Fund was reformed by its
three new trustees, Mayor C. E. Hamilton, G. F. Carruthers, and
Duncan MacArthur. They began an investigation of past loans made
to cluestionable individuals and the results of their inquiry reduced
corrupt practices. The new Sinking Fund trustees also implemented
administrative changes. Finding that no past minute or record books
had been kept, they appointed John Osborne, the previous City
Auditor, to keep a complete set of accounts. These new ledgers, an
account book and a minute book were to be "written up in full detail
so far as was practicable." Regular meetings for the trustees were also
scheduled.43 The trustees found that their power to deal with the Sinking Fund under the 1884 City of Winnipeg Act was limited to investing
moneys and that they could not deal with the general administration of
the fund. At the request of the trustees, the province empowered them
to grant loans, increase and reduce rates of interest, renew existing
investments and administer the funds in general. The reforms enacted
allowed the Sinking Fund to be superintended effectively.
The investigation of previous loans did not result in the repayment
of all outstanding sums. Attempts to recover moneys from G. M.
Wilson, H. J. Clarke, E. M. Wood, and H. B. Wood met with little
success. Wilson even had the audacity to demand a further disbursement. The one exception was Samuel C. Biggs. In April, 1885, Biggs
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met with Sinking Fund Trustees to arrange for the repayment of his
mortgage.44Until he was threatened with confiscation of his property
in June, Biggs did not live up to the terms he had arranged. By July,
however, Biggs had begun to repay the loan by depositing $500 towards the interest in arrears and making monthly installments of
$1000.45
By the end of 1885 it was obvious that business government had
been effective. It had established proper bookkeeping procedures and
made administrative changes so that blatant financial irregularities
would be reduced significantly. It had curtailed municipal spending
so that the city could live within its means. Some of the cuts in services
and salaries were a bitter pill to swallow but they were bearable. The
administration of the Sinking Fund had also been reformed to eliminate abuses. Winnipeg's ratepayers thus had reason to be pleased
with the businessmen and professionals they had elected to the 1885
city council. A return to the 1884 days of scandal and financial mismanagement was unthinkable. Business government would continue
into the twentieth century.
The 1886 aldermanic and mayoralty election generated little press
comment or public interest. Charles Hamilton had decided not to seek
re-election and two businessmen, H. S. Wesbrook and George Crowe
contested the office.46 No issues were at stake in the campaign. The
Free Press considered both mayoralty candidates acceptable. The
aldermanic candidates were also non-controversial and most of them
accepted business government. After the election results had been
announced, The Commercial stated that the 1886 council would continue to follow a reformist path. The editor had reason to believe that
the new council would persist in "the work of getting the city out of
the sink hole it was plunged into by the councils of 1883-1884."47
In January, 1886 city council received a letter from Edward M.
Wood offering to repay his debts to the city if he could return to Winnipeg and without facing criminal charges. He even suggested that he
might be of some help as a potential public servant.48 The Finance
9
Committee considered Wood's request and agreed to his t e r m ~ . ~The
city had nothing to fear from Wood. Business government had triumphed.
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The attempt to cut salaries was half-hearted. Council planned to reduce all salaries on a
sliding percentage scale: $2000 by 30%, $1500-$2000 by 20%, $1000-$1500 by 15%, and
$500-$1000 by 10%. However, a multiplicity of exemptions made the system unworkable.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Henry C. Klassen, ed., The Canadian West: Social Change and
Economic Development. Calgary: Comprint Publishing Company,
1977. Pp. 220.
Howard Palmer, ed., The Settlement of the West. Calgary: Comprint
Publishing Company, 1977. Pp. 271 & xi.
The annual Western Canadian Studies Conference in Calgary
has become something of an institution, and for two very good reasons.
Since its inception ten years ago the Conference organizers have
stressed an interdisciplinary approach to the economic, social, political and intellectual experience of the west, and the papers presented
have traditionally been of high quality. In this respect the recently
published papers of the 1975 and 1976 conferences, edited by Howard
Palmer and Henry Klassen respectively, prove to be no exception.
Each offers a judicious mix of the traditional and the innovative, and
reflects the breadth and vigour of scholarly activity in this field.
Considering the host of books and articles that have appeared
on Louis Riel, it might be thought that the last word had been uttered
on this subject, but two of the essays in The Settlement of the West
show that this is far from the case. Both examine the question of Riel's
insanity, but here the similarity ends. Thomas Flanagan advances
the hypothesis that the MCtis leader's only symptoms of madness were
his unorthodox religious views which ". . .challenged the Catholic
consensus of Quebec" (p. 32), and that his friends, both lay and clerical,
conspired to prevent Riel from adopting his chosen role as a religious
prophet by labelling him "insane." L. H. Thomas, on the other hand,
accepts the traditional view, that Riel was insane, as the basis for a
sweeping indictment of the conduct of Riel's trial. Not only were the
legal proceedings biased against Riel from the outset, Thomas argues,
but the courts and the Macdonald government ignored conclusive
evidence that Riel was not fit to stand trial on account of his mental
state.
The native peoples of western Canada have in a sense suffered a
more cruel fate than Riel. He at least continues to be the object of a
lively scholarly debate; whereas they are swept from the stage after
1885 in most textbook accounts. That they were not ignored by successive federal and provincial governments is made clear in a perceptive analysis of MCtis education in The Canadian West. In "Schools
for our other Indians: Education of Western Canadian MCtis Children"
J. W. Chalmers describes how free, public, compulsory education has
been brought to the northern hinterland of each of the prairie provinces since 1945, supplanting an earlier and inadequate patchwork

of reserve and mission schools. The results have been impressive: a
higher proportion of MCtis children are attending school, staying longer and doing better on departmental examinations. Yet at the same
time the proportion graduating from high school remains small in
comparison with white students. Chalmers found a number of reasons
for this, among them the fact that "curricula designed for urban middle-class anglophone white chidren had little relevance to rural lowerclass natives who spoke Cree or Ojibway (Saulteaux) or Chipewyan as
their mother tongue" (p. 108). Henry Zentner's paper in the same volume expands upon this idea of cultural incompatibility between white
and native. He argues that an appreciation of the concept of time,
space and causation held by the native peoples, derived from philosophic and religious traditions which are markedly different from
either the Marxian or Judaeo-Christian perspectives, is essential to
an understanding of the native way of thinking.
The traditional and the innovative are again found among the
papers focussing on western settlement, particularly those presented
at the 1975 Western Canadian Studies Conference which was organized specifically around this theme. David Hall's account of immigration policy during the Sifton years leans heavily towards the traditional,
for much of what he recounts about Sifton's immigration policies
is not new. Hall does, however, flesh out the character of the man who
presided over the greatest influx of settlers in the history of the west,
and clearly differentiates Sifton from his successor, Frank Oliver.
The former discriminated on the basis of occupation, wanting only
those who could be expected to make a success of farming wherever
they might be found; the latter attached a higher priority to race and
after 1905 proceeded to make entry much more difficult for "Galician"
and other undesirable ethnic groups. In another essay Harold Troper
disputes the conventional notion that public and private interests
worked hand in hand to promote the settlement of the west. Using the
example of the Western Canadian Immigration Association, a shortlived consortium of real estate, railway and business interests founded
in 1904, he shows that while government, railway and land company
officials talked publicly of the benefits of co-operation, their employees in the field ". . . viewed one another with suspicion, vied with one
another for clients, and vilified one another with charges of subverting
the broader interests of Canadian development" (p. 89).
The other side of the story of western settlement, the newcomer's
adjustment to life on the prairies, is also explored in The Settlement
of the West. Jorgen Dahlie utilizes an extensive collection of family
letters to illustrate the experiences of the Frederiksens, who settled
near Nokomis in 1911, and Wilfrid Eggleston offers a somewhat
romantic account of his boyhood on the family homestead south of
Medicine Hat, in the driest section of the Canadian prairies. Alan B.
Anderson uses data gathered through extensive interviewing in north-
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central Saskatchewan to show that the linguistic, religious and cultural
distinctiveness of every major ethnic minority not of British origin
(with the exception of the Hutterites) in that area of the province is
being steadily eroded. It is a provocative analysis, one which, if true
of the prairie region as a whole, brings into question the validity of
the popularly accepted view that Canadian society can best be characterized as a "cultural mosaic" rather than a "melting pot" on the
American model. The newcomer's adjustment to life in a new land is
explored as well in two articles in The Canadian West. Sheilagh
Jameson describes the place of women in the southern Alberta ranch
community prior to the First World War, and A. W. Rasporich
examines the fate of the numerous utopian communities organized
on the prairies and in British Columbia during those same years. Social
escape, the pursuit of a pastoral ideal or a desire to achieve a degree
of social or moral perfection unattainable elsewhere were the principal
motives which underlay such diverse ventures as Cannington Manor,
the Harmony Industrial Association, the Temperance Colony at
Saskatoon and the Barr Colony at Lloydminster, to mention only
four of the Saskatchewan examples cited. While most if not all foundered because of their inability to establish a sustained economic base,
Rasporich reminds us that this should not obscure the fact that
utopian idealism has had a lasting impact on the social and intellectual
development of the west.
It was the prospect of profitable grain farming which drew settlers
to the Canadian North-West. While the trials and tribulations of the
wheat economy have been examined in voluminous detail, a number
of the essays in these two volumes demonstrate that here too there are
avenues yet to be explored. David McGinnis' "Farm Labour in Transition: Occupational Structure and Economic Dependency in Alberta,
1921-1951" in The Settlement of the West is one of the most interesting. He contends that a large proportion of that province's farmers
were never self-sufficient, but depended on outside work to supplement their incomes even in prosperous times. By the end of the 1920's,
with too many farmers cultivating too much land, some readjustment
was bound to take place, but generally depressed conditions during
the decade that followed delayed the inevitable. However once alternative employment opportunities did present themselves, particularly
after the Second World War, the drift away from the land began in
earnest. The consequences McGinnis summarizes succinctly: "The
shift of labour away from farm and rural community promoted a
decline in social life which reinforced the exodus, permitted land
consolidation, and necessitated a systematic substitution of machinery
for labour in the agricultural productive process" (p. 186). Equally
stimulating is Ernest Epp's essay in The Canadian West dealing with
the early activities of the Lake of the Woods Milling Company, which
built a large flour mill at Keewatin in 1886and established an extensive

country elevator network across the prairies. In that same volume
Heather Robertson comments on the internal contradictions inherent
in contemporary rural western Canadian society (though there is little
here that has not been said before in Grass Roots, which brought her
much acclaim and not a little criticism some years ago), and John
Richards explores the unique position Saskatchewan enjoys among
the prairie provinces. Boasting the largest area of improved farm
land, Saskatchewan is nevertheless the least diversified in agriculture
and in recent decades has fallen behind both its prairie neighbours
in terms of population, yet he finds that its residents remain convinced
of their ability to overcome both difficult location and environment
and win a strong place in the Canadian Confederation.
Urban and business history are not neglected either. The Settlement of the West contains an incisive analysis of the emergence of
Winnipeg as a major wholesaling centre. Donald Kerr demonstrates
that Winnipeg developed its own group of native wholesalers whose
hegemony over the west was not seriously challenged until the 1880's,
when competition from eastern Canadian firms began. While Winnipeg wholesalers continued to dominate the market in the eastern
prairies, their Montreal and Toronto counterparts took a large share
of the trade farther west, Kerr concludes, using as evidence the account
books of the Dixon brothers, who opened a general store in Maple
Creek (not Moose Jaw, as Palmer erroneously asserts in his brief
introduction) in 1883. The Klassen volume includes an equally interesting study of the triumph of monopoly over competition in hydroelectric development in Alberta, by Christopher Armstrong and H. V.
Nelles, and Michael Bliss provides a delightful account of how J. W.
Flavelle, a multimillionaire Toronto businessman, viewed the development of the west.
A paper dealing with future economic and population growth in
Alberta in the light of anticipated developments in the Athabasca Tar
Sands and the petrochemical industry over the next decade and an
analysis of the fiction of the settlement period round out the contents
of The Settlement of the West. The Canadian West also contains a
reappraisal of the prairie novelist Frederick Philip Grove and a study
of the place of working women in the Manitoba economy. Each book
has as well a brief introduction which identifies the contributors and
sets the theme for that volume. Howard Palmer's is the longer of the
two, and the better, though readers will wonder what miracle of
agricultural technology produced the "thrashing machine" (p. vi),
and those familiar with the history of the Saskatchewan Municipal
Hail Insurance will surely question his assertion that "the only hail
insurance was a prayer on the farmer's lips" (p. vi).
These minor quibbles aside, the two books follow in the tradition
of the published papers of earlier Western Canadian Studies Con-
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ferences: sound scholarship, perceptive analysis, a welcome contribution to the literature. That no single discipline predominates among
the contributors is proof again that the approaches and methodologies
of history, political science, geography, literature, sociology, anthropology and economics can be combined to enrich our understanding
of the west and its people. The Settlement of the West and The Canadian West ought to grace the bookshelves of everyone interested in
this region, and be put in the hands of our students as well.

J. W. Brennan,
Dept. of History,
University of Regina.
Lewis H. Thomas, ed. Essays on Western History: In Honour of Lewis
Gwynne Thomas. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1976,
217 pp.
Until recently only those who studied History at the University of
Alberta could tell apart the two professors Thomas. Now the secret
has been made public. Professor Lewis H. Thomas has edited a volume
of articles by some of the students of Professor Lewis G. Thomas,
entitled Essays on Western History: In Honour of Lewis Gwynne
Thomas. In his introduction to the book Lewis H. Thomas sketches
the career of Lewis G. Thomas and notes that his long-time friend and
colleague pioneered the teaching of western Canadian history. He also
points out that LG (as he is fondly nicknamed by his students) was a
master of style and wit, always keenly interested in student affairs.
The essays themselves attest to the fact that L. G. Thomas believed
history to be more than past politics but that it embraced all aspects
of society. In fact, most of the papers are devoted to this general theme,
the transfer of cultural values to the Canadian Northwest.
Professor Lewis G. Thomas (the honoured one) explored the
concept of inter-regional communications in his 1973 presidential
address to the Canadian Historical Association. Here, Professor
Thomas argued convincingly that the system of internal communications binding the West to central Canada depended upon social
contiguity, a sharing of traditional attitudes and values. He pointed
out that many westerners, fur traders, missionaries, police and ranchers, did not question central Canadian or British values; therefore,
they were able to maintain, in imperialistic fashion, efficient lines of
communications with the society they had left behind. In light of
Professor Thomas' thesis, it comes as no surprise that most of the
articles in Essays on Western History concern themselves with the
transfer of metropolitan culture to the western hinterland.
Several of the papers tackle the theme directly. R. C. Macleod's
essay shows that the North West Mounted Police represented one of

Canada's most imperialistic ventures. Not only did they make the
West safe for settlement, but they reinforced the allegiance of thousands of European and American settlers to the Canadian way of life.
The phenomenal success of the police, Macleod concludes, was due
largely to their blood ties with central Canada which enabled them
to understand clearly and treasure deeply the orderly and hierarchical
society of the Upper Canadian Tory tradition. In similar fashion,
David Breen's study of the ranching era reveals that the largest ranches
belonged to wealthy and politically powerful central Canadian or
British businessmen. These men did not seek their identity within the
western environment but maintained strong links with the large metropolitan centres. Like the police, the ranchers imposed their values
on the frontier. Such cultural imperialism was not restricted to the
Anglophones, according to Edward Hart, because an Clite of religious
leaders and successful businessmen in Edmonton established various
social institutions to minimize the cultural shock for French-Canadian
settlers arriving in Alberta. By creating these organizations, the Clite
was largely responsible for the survival of the French community in
Alberta.
Some of the essays on the presettlement period also reaffirm
Professor Thomas' contention that a smoothly functioning social
communications network transmitted cultural values westward.
Sylvia Van Kirk's work on the fur-trade society demonstrates that in
its early days, environmental conditions forced white men to marry
native women h la fagon dupays, that is, according to Indian custom.
With the passage of time, however, as the white population increased,
the missionaries in particular fought the country custom and gradually
replaced it with Christian-European ceremonies. Inevitably, marriage
"according to the custom of the country" produced a mixed-blood
population with its own cultural identity. Although John Foster's
study of these country-born people attempts to apply a Turnerian
perspective, he readily admits that "the most striking thing" his research revealed is the attempt by the mixed-breeds to emulate the life
style of the white traders. While these country-born people had created
by the 1840s a distinct culture, it nevertheless obviously resembled
the English in language, religion and values. Continuing on this theme,
Fritz Pannekoek demonstrates that the 1840s were turbulent years in
the Red River settlement because a serious demographic and economic
crisis caused the collapse of the extended family. The farms could no
longer support the growing mixed-blood families, while jobs with the
Hudson's Bay Company disappeared. The only recourse was fur
trading, hunting and fishing. Without the traditional support of the
imperial company and without comforting answers from the metropolitan church, the half-breed society experienced a crucial period
of disorientation. In search of a new identity, they eventually turned
to the relatively familiar society of Canada.
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Some of the other essays in the collection indirectly support
Thomas' thesis. James Parker's account of the struggle for the Athabasca shows that more efficient communications and transportation
techniques enabled the Hudson's Bay Company to defeat the North
West Company in their struggle for a fur monopoly in the Northwest.
Carl Betke concludes that while the United Farmers of Alberta were
elected into office on the basis of rural dissent, the movement had to
accommodate itself to the complex 'balance of interests' prevalent
in traditional politics. The UFA, therefore, became a regular urban
party kept in power only because prosperity and creation of various
farm-products pools eased rural discontent. The onslaught of the
depression, however, disillusioned Alberta farmers so that once again
they elected a party cognizant of their needs.
The remaining papers cannot be readily fitted into the theme.
John Nicks recounts the journal of Thomas Staynor, who provides
new insights into the life of a Hudson's Bay trader. E. A. Mitchner
argues that the sensitive and liberal interpretation of land regulations
by William Pearce lessened discontent in the Northwest in the mid18803, particularly among white settlers. T. D. Regehr corrects the
popular notion that the CPR was built by its own engineers. Instead,
he carefully details how the contract policy moved through several
stages: direct government contracting in the early phase, a large American firm in 1882, a shady CPR affiliate in 1883, and finally, and most
successfully, CPR awarded sub-contracts to small Canadian companies.
Generally speaking, the articles reflect their mentor's careful
attention to style. They are well-researched, perhaps over-footnoted
studies into fairly narrowly defined topics. Some of the material has
appeared elsewhere in different format but, because of the interesting
theme of inter-regional communications running through the essays,
the book is a valuable contribution to western Canadian historiography. Obviously, the work on western Canada has moved beyond
the narrative to the level of interpretation. One does hope, however,
that the preoccupation with imitation on the frontier, particularly
evident among the settlement historians, does not lose sight of the
unique aspects of western Canadian society. That the West is a distinct
region is obvious in the way that some of the writers in their scholarly
analysis have adopted the popular western habit of labelling central
Canada as the East. By doing so, they perpetuate the notion that
Canadian culture is defined by Toronto and they slight the large cultural regions east of Montreal which also want to be considered a part
of Canada.
A. A. den Otter,
Department of History,
Memorial University of Newfoundland.

Western Canada 1909. Travel Letters by Wilhelm Cohnstaedt. Translated by Herta Holle-Scherer, and edited by Klaus H. Burmeister.
Canadian Plains Research Center, Regina, 1976. Paperback. 76 pp.
Illustrated.
The 1909 "Travel Letters" of Wilhelm Cohnstaedt first appeared
in a major German daily, Die Frankfurter Zeitung, and then in book
form as Aus Westkanada. Reisebriefe unseres Speziel-dt-Korrespondenten. Two years earlier Cohnstaedt had become New York
foreign correspondent for the newspaper in which his father, Ludwig,
had for some time held a leading position as founder of the finance
and economic section, "Handelsblatt."
Wilhelm's visit to the four western provinces of Canada provided
Zeitung readers with a fascinating commentary on a frontier area
which many Germans, as well as other Europeans were just then
choosing for a new home. The issues that he touched on are often
those which interest another audience, Canadians themselves, even
today.
Winnipeg, the first stop after leaving Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Cohnstaedt described as "THE American city, pure and simple" with
businesses "oriented toward the farmer and his wife who come to the
city to buy all the necessities for their house and farm." As a journalist,
and a keen student of society, he expressed a strong interest in Western
Canadian farms, describing several in full detail. He took special pains
to correct the erroneous notions of those who might regard the prairie
inhabitants as "poor peasants like those in Siberia."
Not surprisingly, Cohnstaedt noted particularly the presence
of German and other ethnic immigrants from Europe. Some, like
John Zinkhan of the Regina area, he visited in person, commenting
on farm costs, style of operation and crop yields. Among the Mennonites of Rosthern, Saskatchewan, he checked on the state of German
education; Herman Fast, a member of that community offered information on the nearby Doukhobors. Here, on the open prairies,
Cohnstaedt observed "the magnificent spectacle of the Northern
Lights," and "how the will and spirit of Man has wakened this prairie
to life and work and production." He regarded Regina as the major
city in the p~ovince,but predicted that Saskatoon would surpass it
some day!
In Edmonton, this traveller noted that the purchase ofreal estate
was the main topic of the day, and found a city about which, "there
is no question.. .that it will have a great future." He examined the
irrigation system in the Calgary area and the impact of the CPR in
opening the region for settlement. Interesting conversations with
individuals-a woman managing a hotel, a young Blackfoot Indian
girl, Canadian Mormons-added spice to his story. A major portion

of his final section describes several B.C. localities-Vancouver,
Victoria, the Arrow Lake region, etc. Here he saw "things un-American," i.e. British, everywhere in view.
Though enthusiastic about the signs of progress, Cohnstaedt
called Canada "no land of milk and honey." Productivity still demanded hard work and persistence if success was the goal. He firmly
supported his own government's resistance to the omnipresent appeals
of Canadian immigration agents in Europe. Germans, he felt, were
needed for industrial development in their own homeland. What his
country could share with Canada were finished products and capital,
and to that end trade relations needed mending soon.
One must congratulate the translator and editor who have made
this document accessible to English readers. Careful translation and
readable printing make the letters a pleasure to peruse; an itinerary
map and several well-chosen photos enhance their use as well. Brief
editorial comments on matters such as the identity of Peter Verigin,
the German professors cited in the text together with some information
on the beginnings of Canadian cities, etc. would enlighten readers not
fully familiar with the Canadian story.
If the Canadian Plains Research Centre can continue to furnish
other similar materials, it will render a valuable service to the study of
the Canadian West, and, for that matter, international relations as
well.
Lawrence Klippenstein,
Conference of Mennonites in Canada,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Wild Rose Country: Stories from Alberta, edited by David Carpenter.
Oberon Press, 1977. 176 pages. $15.00 cloth (ISBN 0-88750-235-O),
$5.95 paper (ISBN 0-88750-236-9).
Horizon: Writings of the Canadian Prairie, edited by Ken Mitchell.
Oxford University Press, 1977. 288 pages $6.95 paper (ISBN 19540262-6).
In the last decade or two, our society has become increasingly
aware of and alarmed by the vast technological and bureaucratic
forces working to standardize our lives. Because we have become so
conscious of this peril, we have reacted by searching to rediscover
and confirm our roots, our individuality and our local distinctiveness.
Such a search has perhaps been most pronounced in areas which do
not have long histories and deeply ingrained cultural patterns.

This desire for knowledge of ourselves, of our unique place in the
world, has resulted in immense activity in the collection and publication of local history, personal memoirs, and regional literature. The
ready market for regional anthologies has found enthusiastic wouldbe editors everywhere, so many in fact that now one must ask just what
each new collection adds to the material already available to the
reader. And because they sense that this question is being asked, at
least by reviewers, the editors of new anthologies feel compelled to
write sometimes elaborate and defensive Introductions which attempt
to show the uniqueness of their particular collections.
Since the Canadian Prairie is generally seen as a discrete region,
one in which the white man does not have a long history, it has spawned
its share of regional anthologies. For example, recent years have seen
the publication of Rudy Wiebe's Stories from Western Canada, Joan
Parr's Winnipeg Stories and Laurence Ricou's Twelve Prairie Poets,
among other collections. Now we are offered David Carpenter's Wild
Rose Country and Ken Mitchell's Horizon, and again the question
must be asked: What do they offer that is different and significant?
David Carpenter's collection of thirteen stories is introduced by
a thirteen-page argument for Alberta's historical, political, and consequently mythopoeic distinctiveness. And the writers of these stories,
"who were born and raised in Alberta or who lived there long enough
to write about it," presumably reflect that provincial distinctiveness
in their stories. But Carpenter's claim does not end with the regional
character of the stories. Since "regional literature reaches the universal
through the particular," the stories ultimately transcend the boundaries of place and put the reader in touch with universal truths.
I find Carpenter's Introduction to be specious and oversimplified,
often marred by clichks, and not really borne out by the stories themselves. For example, Carpenter argues that Alberta is set apart from
Saskatchewan by its adherence to the myth of the Promised .Land.
Since Alberta has always been especially blessed among the prairie
provinces-by its lawfulness, its mineral resources, its relatively good
fortune during the Thirties, its dedication to individualism and free
enterprise-its people have enjoyed an optimism never shared by their
neighbours to the east. When Carpenter states that "To an Albertan
during or since the Depression, any tendency to lump the two provinces together is a little like lumping together Egypt and the Promised
Land at the time of the Seven Plagues," one almost suspects that he
is being intentionally ironic. But the context of the whole Introduction
suggests that he is not. Later, when he claims that "In most of Saskatchewan's serious fiction, hanging on against great odds is the key
theme; 'making it' is out of the question," one must marvel at the ease
with which he is able to "map out the distinctive contours of a region's
psyche."

Carpenter's Wild Rose Country, then, illustrates the dangers
facing the gatherer of stories in this season of plentiful anthologies.
However, the stories he has collected are substantial and most do
transcend the regional particular to give us insight into our humanity.
They are well-crafted and compelling. One does suspect uneasily,
though, that they were chosen in part because of the Alberta place
names they happen to drop, for in only one is region or place very
significant to situation. In Margaret Atwood's "Polarities," Edmonton's winter isolation and coldness, as well as its severe north-south,
east-west street grid, drive a woman mad. But even here, the setting
could just as well have been Regina or Winnipeg.
Among the remaining authors represented are Rudy Wiebe,
Edward McCourt, Georges Bugnet, Earle Birney, Robert Kroetsch,
W. 0. Mitchell, Stephen Scobie, Dorothy Livesay, and George
Bowering. So it is not surprising that, fortunately, the stories really
are too large to fit into the narrow, local framework that Carpenter
attempts to provide for them.
Ken Mitchell's Horizon, on the other hand, lives up to its more
spacious title and its less pretentious frame. In his Preface, Mitchell
claims that "Out of the Prairie West and the emotions evoked by its
infinity of earth and sky, by its solitude and separateness and harsh
climate, has come a body of writing that is different in theme, subject,
and tone from that of the rest of Canada." Some of the particular
themes investigated in Horizon are "the conquest of the land; survival;
human endurance and frailty; nostalgia for the secure family circle
that was a bulwark against lonely, bleak surroundings; the beauties that
unfolded when nature turned benign." Now, because some of these
themes are so basic and universal, they cannot be claimed as peculiar
to the prairie, although it is certainly true that their treatment in this
collection does show a special "Prairie state of mind" and "a particular
attitude to life."
It is significant that Mitchell begins and ends his anthology with
Robert Kroetsch for, as George Melnyk has pointed out, Kroetsch,
perhaps more than any other individual, has attempted to heighten
our prairie consciousness, both through his works and his encouragement of his fellow prairie writers. Speaking of Kroetsch in particular,
Mitchell points out that "For the creative writer the Prairie has become a symbolic place in the geography of the imagination, one that
continues to evoke love and allegiance. . . ." In fact, Kroetch's presence
adds stature to each of these collections, and this is acknowledged by
both Carpenter and Mitchell.
Of the two anthologies, Mitchell's Horizon is much broader in
scope, is much more varied in the types of materials included, and
certainly gives a firmer sense of the prairie experience, both past and
present. The controlling subject that governs the selection of material

included is "the land itself-a symbol of hope, fulfillment, or despair
for those who came to conquer it and make it fruitful; an imaginary
landscape for the creative writer who responds to it with emotion and
memory." And as the selections reveal, the writers from Manitoba and
Saskatchewan have also registered this hope and sense of fulfillment;
hope and fulfillment have not been solely the province of Alberta.
The variety of Mitchell's volume shows itself in Indian myth,
historical account, biography, autobiography, territorial administrator's report, reminiscence, the transcript of Riel's statement at his trial,
poetry, drama, fiction, and photographs. Any account of a book this
rich must necessarily be partial. Sixty-four writers are represented,
some with up to four pieces. Most of those appearing in Wild Rose
Country are here as well, as are other well-known writers such as
Grove, Margaret Laurence, Elizabeth Brewster, Wallace Stegner, and
Miriam Waddington. The one play included is Gwen Pharis Ringwood's "Still Stands the House," which is a powerful evocation of love,
jealousy, isolation, and the terror of a prairie snowstorm.
Mitchell has arranged his anthology chronologically, so that one
sees not only the physical aspects of the prairie, but also is given a
sense of the human struggle from the earliest times, when the native
culture was still intact, through the successive waves of white settlement down to the present, with its own failures and triumphs. Horizon
also provides notes on and an index to the contributors.
Another feature of the book is that Mitchell has set off some
shorter pieces in boxes, and the isolation of these is at times quite
amusing. For example, just under "The 'Regina Manifesto'," adopted
by the C.C.F. at its First National Convention in 1933, the following
boxed statement by William Aberhart appears: "If the people have
not suffered enough, it is their God-given right to suffer some more."
Mitchell's book, then, succeeds in doing what it intended to do,
to make us feel the human response to our prairie home. The reader's
response is similar to that of Wallace Stegner as he returns to the
prairie of his childhood after many years have passed:
Desolate? Forbiddin ? There was never a country that in its
good moments was more eautiful. Even in drought or dust storm
or blizzard it is the reverse of monotonous, once you have submitted to it with all the senses. You don't
but learn to lean and squint against it. You
sun, but wear them in our eyeballs and
become acutely aware o yourself. The world is very large, the
sky even lar er, and you are very small. But also the world is flat,
empty, near y abstract, and in its flatness you are a challenging
upright thing, as sudden as an exclamation mark, as enigmatic as
a question mark.
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William Latta,
University of Lethbridge.

Conviction-Dedication-Effort,
Jubilee Book, 1925-1975,
Saint Basil the Great Ukrainian Catholic Parish, Regina, compiled
and edited by Bohdan Z. Kazymyra, Fred Nakonechny and Eugene
Shtendera, published by the Ukrainian Catholic Parish of Saint Basil
the Great, Regina, 1975, pp. 302, $8.00, while written largely for people
versed in Ukrainian, is a work which merits being brought to the
attention of other members of the community interested in Western
Canada and her people.
Close to one-third of the book consists of articles of varying
length written in English and dealing with groups or organizations
associated with the parish or active in the local Ukrainian community.
From one to three pages are devoted to each of the following subjects:
the Redemptorist Fathers, the Sisters Servants, cantors and the church
choir, the Ukrainian Catholic Women's League, the Knights of
Columbus, the Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood, the Ukrainian
Catholic Youth, St. Basil's Ukrainian School, and the Mutual Aid
and Benevolent Society. Also briefly discussed are the Regina Training
School for Teachers for Foreign Language Committees, 1909-1914,
visits to Regina by prominent Ukrainians, and service in Canada's
armed forces in three wars by members of the parish. Among the
authors are Judge Bernard Korchinski, an individual prominent in
public affairs; Rev. Joseph Bala, CSsR, an early parish priest; Mrs.
Sonia Sagasz, ofttimes president of the UCWL; J . D. Stratychuk, one
of Saskatchewan's first teachers of Ukrainian origin, and Dr. Bohdan
Kazymyra of the University of Regina.
The work also contains two longer articles in English. One by
Rev. Myroslav Kolodey, Pastor of St. Basil's for a lengthy term, deals
clearly and concisely with forty years of the parish's history. It briefly
discusses Ukrainians in Regina before the founding of the parish and
accounts for its relatively late establishment. It then traces St. Basil's
growth from its small beginnings in 1925 to a flourishing state in the
1960s. Of particular interest are the trials and tribulations of organizing the parish, staffing it and acquiring a church building. These tasks
were complicated by such things as internal divisions in the Ukrainian
community and the depression.
The second major article, by Dr. Kazymyra, is entitled "Early
Ukrainian Settlement in Regina, 1890-1920." It bears the usual marks
of the professional historian, footnotes and so forth, and sums up the
author's latest conclusions on early Ukrainian immigrants in the
community. Examined are such matters as their place of origin, their
background and reasons for settling permanently or temporarily in
an urban centre (we are prone to think of Ukrainians as taking up
residence in rural areas and often overlook the fact that a minority
had no intention of doing so), their occupations and economic status
in Regina, the effect of European events such as World War I and the

Russian Revolution upon them, and their efforts "to retain a national,
political and religious identity" while fitting themselves into an
evolving Canadian society. Access to material in the Austrian Archives
has enabled Dr. Kazymyra to discuss as well the Austro-Hungarian
Government's attitude toward its former subjects resident in Canada.
The foregoing article together with a short work entitled "Prominent Ukrainians Visit Regina" has just been republished in book form
in English and Ukrainian as Early Ukrainian Settlement in Regina
1890-1920 by Bohdan Z. Kazymyra, Winnipeg: "Progress," Printing
and Publishing Co. Ltd., 1977, pp. 79. The reprint also contains a
useful new item, a forty-two entry "Historical Highlights of St. Basil's
Parish," spanning the years 1890-1975. Interested parties may obtain
copies by contacting the author.
All in all, the works represent another step forward in making
Western Canadians more fully acquainted with themselves.
Clinton 0.White,
Campion College,
University of Regina.
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